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On 23 May 1949, the Federal Republic of Germany was founded. In May 2009, on the 60th anniversary of
this occasion, the country and geopolitical landscape surrounding it have been transformed. Securely
embedded in political, economic, and security structures such as the European Union and NATO, reunified
with East Germany, and a bridge between a unifying eastern and western Europe, Germany is one of the most
important American allies and one of the leading political and economic voices in Europe. The American
Institute for Contemporary German Studies (AICGS) is commemorating the 60th anniversary of the Federal
Republic and the 20th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall with a project that is not only an examination
of these historic milestones, but rather focused on an analysis of historical issues in light of current circum-
stances and future developments.  

Part of this project, this edited volume stems from the first of a series of conferences and examines current
dimensions of the three pillars on which the Federal Republic was founded:  The future of the social market
economy; the German Basic Law’s influence on the German military; and German-American relations from
an eastern and western German perspective. Dr. Stormy-Annika Mildner and Mark Prentice analyze in their
essay “Germany’s Social Market Economy: Old Wine in Old Bottles?” how the economic crisis affects the
social market economy, which was one of the motors of Germany’s economic success during the Cold War.
They examine the historical foundation of the social market economy and its impact on the current crisis
management. The economic foundation of social market economy was paired in the Federal Republic of
Germany with the judicial pillar of the Basic Law.  In his essay on “The Basic Law and the Use of Force:
Remarks on the 60th Anniversary of the Bonner Grundgesetz,” Dr. Russell A. Miller examines the German
Basic Law and its influence of the use of force. He details how the Basic Law and the German Constitutional
Court have limited out of area deployment of Germany’s armed forces, particularly in light of the current war
in Afghanistan. Clemens Wergin presents the political dimension of this issue in his essay on “Germany’s
Military Deployment Abroad: Real Historical Limits or Pretexts?” He examines historical constraints of
Germany’s use of force abroad and analyzes the strain that this has had on German-American relations. The
final essay by Dr. Torsten Wöhlert on “Sixty Years of German-American Relations: An Eastern German
Perspective” examines the German-American relationship from an eastern German viewpoint, discussing the
impact this had on the relationship overall.

AICGS is very grateful to the Transatlantik-Programm der Bundesregierung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
aus Mitteln des European Recovery Program (ERP) des Bundesministeriums für Wirtschaft und Technologie
(BMWi) for its generous support of this edited volume. The project is also supported by the Draeger
Foundation and by the AICGS Business & Economics, Foreign & Domestic Policy, and Society, Culture, &
Politics Programs. Additionally, AICGS would like to thank Kirsten Verclas, Research Program Associate, and
Jessica Riester, Research Program and Publications Coordinator, for their work in implementing the project
and editing this publication. 

The Institute will continue its project on the 60th anniversary of the Federal Republic and the 20th anniver-
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sary of the fall of the Berlin Wall with two conferences in Fall 2009, several publications, and a variety of
analyses featured on AICGS’ website. We hope that you find this publication as well as the continued exam-
ination of these historical, yet timely, issues of interest and welcome any feedback you might have.

Jackson Janes
Executive Director
AICGS
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1. Introduction: Prudent Management of
the Crisis, or a Failure to Recognize Its
Severity? 

Germany’s recession, its most serious of the postwar
era, is showing no signs of letting up. 2009 is
expected to be the first full-year contraction of the
economy since 2002, with the gross domestic
product (GDP) falling by 5.3 percent this year and by
a further 0.8 percent in 2010. Unemployment will top
10 percent for the remainder of the year. There is
also little good news to be found in the export sector,
which accounts for a large proportion of the nation’s
GDP; waning global demand means that exports will
contract by a record 13 percent in 2009 and 2.1
percent in 2010. The outlook for business investment
over the next few years tells an equally grim story.
The recession, then, will persist throughout the
remainder of this year and into 2010, if not longer.1

These gloomy economic forecasts come despite the
German government’s attempts to stem the crisis
through unprecedented fiscal spending and inter-
vention in the economy. As of May 2009, the govern-
ment has passed two stimulus packages totaling over
€80 billion, set aside an additional €500 billion to
rescue troubled banks, and created a €100 billion
“German Economy Fund” to provide credit and loan
guarantees to non-financial companies. And for the
first time since the 1930s, the German government
nationalized a bank. In doing so, policymakers have
thrown out plans for a balanced budget and are now
expecting a deficit of nearly 6 percent of GDP in
2010. In Germany, as elsewhere, unusual times have
called for unusual policy measures.

Yet many American observers have criticized German
Chancellor Angela Merkel and her Grand Coalition
partner, the Social Democrats, for not doing enough
to halt the downward spiral of the global economy.
Specifically, the U.S. administration has criticized the
Germans for their relatively cautious fiscal programs
and for Merkel’s refusal to support a common
European fund to bail out banks as well as a joint EU
stimulus. President Barack Obama himself jumped
into the transatlantic fray, saying that given the U.S.’s
aggressive stimulus program, “it’s very important that
other countries are moving in the same direction,
because the global economy is all tied together.”2

Translation: Europe, and in particular Germany, have
not done enough and must ante up and launch more
aggressive stimulus spending to help drive global
demand. In late 2008, the Nobel Prize-winning econ-
omist and columnist Paul Krugman fretted that
“Germany is failing to appreciate the seriousness of
the slump” and bemoaned an apparent “lack of intel-
lectual flexibility” on the part of the German leader-
ship.3 In early 2009, Bruce Stokes wrote in The
National Journal that in comparison to the U.S. stim-
ulus, the European governments were moving much
more “slowly and ineffectively to counter the reces-
sion” and that the Germans were in a state of “denial”
regarding the severity and duration of the recession
and were shirking their responsibilities. “Europe’s
failure to do its share,” he warned, “threatens to
prolong the global downturn.”4 

But Chancellor Merkel and her finance minister, Peer
Steinbrück, vice chairman of the Social Democratic
Party (SPD), have rebuffed calls for more aggressive
fiscal action and leveled their own critique of the U.S.
response to the crisis, arguing that profligate fiscal

GERMANY’S SOCIAL MARKET ECONOMY: OLD
WINE IN OLD BOTTLES?
HOW THE SOCIAL MARKET ECONOMY INFLUENCED
MANAGEMENT OF THE ECONOMIC CRISIS

STORMY-ANNIKA MILDNER AND MARK PRENTICE
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spending would have potentially drastic inflationary
consequences, lead to unsustainable deficits, and
crowd-out private investment. Nonetheless, this
transatlantic disagreement over how to address the
financial crisis is more than just rhetorical; a close
look at the German management of the economic
crisis reveals clear differences from the American
approach to overcoming the crisis. German policy-
makers reacted slightly later and more hesitantly than
their American counterparts, and, when stimulus
programs were eventually passed—not only the
largest in Europe but comparable to the United States
when seen as a percentage of gross domestic
product (GDP)—they reflected significantly different
spending priorities. Whereas American stimulus
spending has focused on spurring private consump-
tion, German spending has focused more on incen-
tivizing investment and on infrastructure spending as
well as stabilizing exports. Finally, the German posi-
tion has focused on tightening financial regulation
and on the need to phase-out the current fiscal stim-
ulus spending in order to avoid inflation.

With a common interest in seeing a rejuvenated
global economy, why has Germany not followed the
same path as the United States in managing the
financial crisis? What, in other words, has guided
German leaders and policymakers in their manage-
ment of the economic crisis? One answer could be
mere timing. Because the downturn came later to
Germany and Europe than it did in the United States;
Germany’s economy only began to contract in the
fourth quarter of 2008, when it shrunk by 2.1 percent,
while the U.S. economy saw a decline of 6.3 percent.
With Germany’s business cycle about a year behind
that of the United States, the worst could be yet to
come, perhaps prompting more aggressive fiscal
action by German policymakers in the future should
the recession prove deeper and longer than expected.

But, as this essay argues, more than timing is at play
in explaining the German response to the economic
crisis. Adherence to the economic model known as
the social market economy (soziale Marktwirtschaft)
has decisively influenced the German management of
the economic crisis. Believing that the basic features
of the social market economy—a relatively large
welfare state, tight financial regulation of markets, and
low public deficits to keep prices stable—can best

allow market competition to create growth and jobs
while minimizing systemic risk and ensuring social
equality, German policymakers have upheld its central
tenets throughout the crisis. Furthermore, the German
government has followed a strategy to overcome the
crisis that is almost as embedded in German
economic policy as the social market economy and
can be seen as the second pillar of the German
economic model: export-oriented growth. This essay
discusses the role that the social market economy has
played in shaping the German response to the finan-
cial crisis. Part Two traces its origins and main
features, before discussing the German public’s
changing views of the social market economy and
free market principles as well as illustrating some of
its current interpretations. Part Three examines how
the social market economy influenced the specific
measures taken by German policymakers in
managing the crisis and what it could mean for the
upcoming national elections.

2. The Social Market Economy 

2.1 SHAPING POLICY FOR SIXTY YEARS

Germany’s postwar prosperity was founded on the
notion of the “social market economy,” which refers to
a set of economic arrangements devised after World
War II that generally combined market capitalism,
strong protection of labor and union influence, and a
strong welfare state. But at its core, the social market
economy was, and remains, a competitive system:
market competition was to form the basis of economic
growth while the government remained responsible
for making social and political adjustments to the
regulatory structure and welfare state which aim at
creating greater social equality.5 Within the social
market economy, then, the state was to protect the
competitive environment from monopolistic or oligop-
olistic tendencies and thereby ensure fair competition
(also through open markets and liberalizing trade),
foster stable prices through low inflation, and to
protect labor and its right to collectively bargain, but
at the same time refrain from intervening in other
areas, like wages. In short, in the postwar system, the
state was to referee the market without seeking to
control it.6

An economic system that could simultaneously



produce growth while also creating a measure of
social stability and equality through a strong regula-
tory framework and welfare state seemed the clear
alternative to the economic and political strife of the
previous decades. The recognition that the economic
chaos of the 1920s and 1930s, including hyperinfla-
tion, high unemployment, and dismal economic
growth, had created the breeding ground for the rise
of National Socialism led to the conclusion that
Germany needed a new kind of Ordnungspolitik—
one that could foster growth, stable prices, low unem-
ployment, and social equality. The social market
economy model was thus born out of the traumatic
experience of depression and dictatorship. 

The theoretical and political underpinnings of the
social market economy were first articulated by a
group of German economists and social theorists
collectively known as the Freiburg school, which
included Walter Eucken, Franz Böhm, and Alfred
Müller-Armack, among others. Consciously rejecting
the tradition of classical liberalism, this German
variant of neoliberalism—called Ordoliberalismus, or
ordoliberalism—held that it was the proper role of the
state to ensure that markets function properly and as
close as possible to their theoretical potential and
that it was, accordingly, the state’s responsibility to
create the legal frameworks that could ensure healthy
market competition. Failure to create parameters for
market competition, the ordoliberals argued, would
only undermine the genuine advantages offered by
the market.7 They also drew a direct link between
economic power and political power, arguing that
concentrations of economic power, like monopoly,
could also threaten the social and political order.
Thus, the state was to create an economic order in
which social stability, equality, and market principles
could be reconciled. It was an attempt to harness
free market capitalism while simultaneously avoiding
the social problems created by unfettered laissez-
faire, on the one hand, and a centrally-planned
economy, on the other.8 That economic arrangements
could and would have political as well as social
consequences was the driving insight of German
liberalism in the postwar era.

Even before the end of World War II, Ludwig Erhard,
economics minister under Chancellor Konrad
Adenauer and later chancellor himself from 1963-

1966, was developing the ideas that animated liberal
thinking and his implementation of the social market
economy in the postwar period: “The goal worth
striving for remains in all cases,” he wrote in the
1930s, “a market economy that is based on truly fair
competition. Never again will the state be relegated
the role of a mere night watchman. For even a free
market economy requires institutions that make laws
and then uphold them.”9 In writing, Erhard was artic-
ulating the core conviction that would come to
underlie the concept of the social market economy.

Accordingly, throughout the 1950s and into the
1970s as the social market economy was put into
place, Germany saw the growth of a relatively large
welfare state and strong regulatory framework. While
during the 1980s Chancellor Helmut Kohl undertook
reforms to reduce the size of the welfare state with
some success, in the early 1990s the process of unifi-
cation compelled the German government to increase
its expenditures drastically. More recently, beginning
in 2002, the Hartz series of reforms have set out to
curb government expenditures. But compared to
other industrialized nations, and particularly to the
United States, the size and duration of Germany’s
job protection measures, unemployment benefits,
social security, and welfare programs remain
generous. This includes government programs such
as Kurzarbeit (reduced-time work). Under the
Kurzarbeit policy, German employers have the option
of putting workers on a reduced-time schedule in
order to cutback on costs. Employees who lose at
least 10 percent of their monthly gross income are
entitled to government aid that replaces up to 67
percent of their lost pay for a maximum of eighteen
months. 

A good indicator for the importance of the state in
Germany’s social market economy is the ratio of
government expenditures to gross national product.
Over the last decade in Germany, government expen-
ditures have accounted for 45 percent of gross
national product. This ratio is considerably higher than
in the U.S., where government expenditures account
for a mere 35 percent, and demonstrates the extent
to which the model of the social market economy has
led to comparatively high government expenditures on
social spending and transfer payments. 

9
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While not an explicit aspect of the social market
economy, a crucial dimension of the German
economic model has been export-oriented growth. In
its role as the Exportweltmeister—the world’s leading
exporter—Germany, especially since the mid-1990s,
has become increasingly reliant on exports to drive
economic growth. Since 1995, whereas real private
consumption has grown slowly, real exports have
grown exponentially and account for a larger than
usual proportion of the country’s GDP. In this sense,
the twin pillars of the German economic model have
been the social market economy—including its sizable
welfare state and strong regulation of markets—as
well as a reliance on exports to drive economic
growth. As the principle source of the current
economic slowdown in Germany has been a decline
in foreign orders, German policymakers have relied on
the social market economy and have simultaneously
sought to boost German exporters by incentivizing
investment, rather than focusing on private consump-
tion.

While somewhat of a nebulous slogan in German
political discourse and one that is open to a relatively
wide variety of policy implications, the social market
economy is generally credited with being the founda-
tion of the country’s postwar prosperity. The next
section of this article discusses the public’s percep-
tion of the social market economy and demonstrates
that during times of liberalization and, more recently,
economic crisis, the public has begun to increasingly
doubt its merits.

2.2 PUBLIC OPINION AND THE SOCIAL MARKET
ECONOMY

Recent polling suggests that Germans’ faith in the
market and in the model of the social market economy
has begun to decline (Figure 1). Especially since the
low growth and relatively high unemployment of the
mid-1990s, more and more Germans have come to
believe that the social market economy has in fact not
proved itself. 

The graphs demonstrate a two-fold trend among the
German public over the last fifteen years: First,
Germans have become increasingly skeptical of the
merits of the social market economy and, second,
especially since 2006 a growing majority of people

wish to see Germany’s economy become less
oriented toward market competition and free market
principles and more reliant on a larger and more
robust social policy. This trend is especially
pronounced in the former East Germany, where
approval of the social market economy and of market
principles remains much lower than in the states of
the former West Germany.

What explains the German public’s changing views of
its sixty year old economic model and its increasing
desire for a large role of the state in the economy?
Certainly, the slow growth and relatively high unem-
ployment of the early and mid-1990s that came as a
result of German unification contributed to growing
dissatisfaction with the economic order. However,
the increasingly negative views of the social market
economy must also be understood in the context of a
slowing global economy and a slimmed down welfare

10
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state through the Hartz reforms to the German labor
market, which began in 2002 and have limited the
scope and duration of unemployment payments and
welfare payments. A further factor that can help
explain a declining trust in the social market economy
is stagnating wages. Peter Bofinger, a member of the
German Council of Economic Advisors, which
advises the German government and Bundestag on
economic policy, has shown that an attempt to make
German industry more competitive on the global
market and to trim social spending has resulted in
stagnating real wages among low- and middle-wage
workers.10 Thus, stagnating wages combined with
trimmed-down social spending have contributed to
the declining public trust and approval of the social
market economy.

There is, moreover, an alternative, somewhat para-
doxical explanation for this recent disenchantment
with the social market economy: that the public’s
disapproval of the social market economy reflects
some Germans’ view that the drastic and unprece-
dented government intervention in the economy
during the crisis has violated the basic principles of
the social market economy. Unhappy with the govern-
ment’s forays into the economy and rescue of several
large firms, some Germans polled may be expressing
their belief that the Grand Coalition has increasingly
wandered away from the principles that have
sustained the social market economy in the postwar
and post-unification era. In this sense, the results of
recent polls could demonstrate not a declining trust
in the social market economy itself, but rather a
decline in trust of the government to create and imple-
ment policies that are in line with its principles.
Nonetheless, as Norbert Walter, chief economist at
Deutsche Bank, observed, “The rejection of the free
market economy is, as it was before, deeply rooted
among the Germans. That will not change in the
economic crisis.”11

2.3 CURRENT INTERPRETATIONS OF THE SOCIAL
MARKET ECONOMY

As public opinion has increasingly turned against the
social market economy, leading politicians of the
Christian Democratic Union (CDU) and its Bavarian
sister party, the Christian Social Union (CSU), have
rejected the argument that the financial crisis in

Germany is a systemic one. Rather, they have not
only staunchly defended the basic principles of the
social market economy but have also argued that the
social market economy is even more relevant in an
age of globalization.

Well before the first stirrings of the financial crisis,
Chancellor Merkel was vigorously defending the
social market economy. In a July 2007 meeting of
CDU leaders at the Ludwig-Erhard Initiative,
Chancellor Merkel set out to answer a two-fold ques-
tion: “What meaning does the social market economy
have for us today? How can it help us to ensure pros-
perity in an age of globalization where national action
alone no longer suffices?” For Merkel, the goal of the
social market economy was clear: to “enhance
people’s prosperity and to allow every individual to
take part in this prosperity as much as possible.” The
success of the system, she continued, resides in its
ability to simultaneously provide economic growth
while also ensuring that wealth is broadly distributed,
which in turn creates social stability. At the core of
social market economy, however, was the concept of
freedom: “The social market economy, as it still does
today, drew its vitality and dynamism from the freedom
of individuals, from the freedom of employers, of
workers, and of consumers. It proved itself to be the
suitable regulatory framework in which people’s
talents and ideas could be unleashed to the greatest
extent possible.” By creating the conditions that allow
fair competition and precluding large concentrations
of power, the social market economy ensures
broadly-shared prosperity. Equally important to
Merkel was the ability of the social market economy
to adapt and thus to “remain, in principle, as current
as [it was] 50 years ago.” Going further, Merkel then
called for a “new international dimension of the social
market economy” not only for Germany, but the world.
Such a system would allow Germany, and the rest of
the world, “to take part in globalization fairly and
responsibly.”12

The financial crisis did little to dampen Chancellor
Merkel’s support of the social market economy.
Rather than interpreting the crisis as one of the free
market itself, in her public statements Merkel has
argued that the social market economy is not only the
way out of the crisis, but also the key to preventing
future crises. In a December 2008 speech, as the full



depth of the crisis was starting to reveal itself in
Europe, Merkel argued that the social market
economy is the key to stemming the excesses of the
market; the “key to sustainably overcoming the
crisis.”13 Hence, Merkel argued, it was her goal to
see the social market economy turn into not merely a
European but a global export. In doing so, Merkel
gave voice to her basic interpretation of the financial
crisis—that it was primarily the result of insufficient
regulation—and that the social market economy
represents an alternative, necessary model.

At the Davos World Economic Forum in January
2009, Merkel offered an even more full-throated
defense of the social market economy. To begin her
speech, Merkel laid out what she saw as the prereq-
uisites of a market economy: first, the recognition of
the power of markets and of an economy that allows
market actors the freedom and space to create
growth, and second, the ability to also guard against
excesses of the market. The genius of the social
market economy in Germany, Merkel said, is that it
can accomplish these two things simultaneously. This
led Merkel to her often-stated observation that the
social market economy represents the so-called
“Third Way” between unfettered Anglo-Saxon capi-
talism, which created enormous risk and social
inequality and was widely perceived to be the root
cause of the financial crisis, and a state-planned
economy, which denied freedom. (It should also be
remembered that Chancellor Merkel grew up in the
former East Germany.) While advocating the merits of
sensible regulation, Merkel also warned that in
seeking to find solutions to the financial crisis, the
world community must take care not to “completely
distort market forces” and instead take the opportu-
nity to make fundamental reforms that link “freedom
with social equality and growth with sustainability.”14

In a February 2009 speech to the Bundestag—his
first as economics minister—CSU member Karl-
Theodor zu Guttenberg also defended the merits of
the social market economy. Reminding his fellow
Bundestag members that it was the success of the
social market economy that led to Germany’s postwar
Wirtschaftswunder, Guttenberg warned that its tried-
and-true principles should not be “torn down in a
panic.” Like Merkel, Guttenberg acknowledged that
the self-correcting power of markets would be insuf-

ficient in stemming the current crisis and that the
government must step in temporarily to halt the
freefall. But Guttenberg made it equally clear that
once the crisis subsides the government must again
return to its role of setting the rules of the market
while not intervening directly in it.15

3. German Crisis Management

The main challenge for German leaders throughout
the economic crisis has been to decide how
upholding the principles of the social market economy
in the long-term can be balanced against the short-
term goal of stemming the immediate economic crisis.
As in the United States, there have been some last-
resort actions taken out of sheer necessity that, as
German leaders have acknowledged, are out of step
with the basic principles of the social market
economy. In an economic model that calls for the
government to refrain from direct intervention in the
economy, direct intervention in the financial markets
and the nationalization of banks is, of course, unusual.
But these measures, as Chancellor Merkel has reit-
erated, are only temporary. In its overall management
of the crisis, German leaders have held true to the
contours of the social market economy by passing
stimulus packages, albeit reluctantly, that are geared
toward investment and long-term infrastructure proj-
ects, rather than consumption, and by calling for
greater government regulation of the financial markets
as well as, still in the midst of the crisis, passing a
constitutional amendment limiting high, sustained
levels of deficit spending in the future.16

3.1 BAILING OUT THE BANKS AND CREATING
TIGHTER FINANCIAL REGULATION

As in the U.S., in Germany the financial crisis is largely
seen as a crisis of the banking system. Thus, leading
politicians and policymakers remain convinced that
dealing with banks’ so-called troubled assets remains
central to addressing and eventually overcoming the
crisis. While the IMF estimated that banks around the
world hold about €3 trillion of toxic assets, German
banks are probably holding approximately €300
billion, experts say. How to remove these toxic assets
from banks’ balance sheets is now one of the vexing
policy issues facing the German government.
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In comparison to the U.S., German policymakers were
relatively late in stepping in to save the banks. Such
a direct intervention in the economy was widely
viewed as a last resort, and the German government
initially wanted to save banks on a case-by-case
basis, rather than using what Merkel called a blanket
approach. As a consequence, the German govern-
ment set up its own deposit guarantees without
consulting its partners—a move harshly criticized by
its European peers. On 6 October 2008, the govern-
ment stepped in to avoid the collapse of Germany’s
second largest mortgage lender, Hypo Real Estate
(HRE). In an attempt to prevent a subsequent run on
banks, the government announced it would guarantee
all personal bank deposits in the country. With regard
to a concerted European rescue plan, the German
government believed that “each must endeavor to
solve the problem with the means and methods avail-
able to them.”17 German finance minister Peer
Steinbrück defended the government’s original
approach: “In some judgments we may have been
wrong and our timing was perhaps not perfect, but
you can only make a judgment based on the informa-
tion you have at the time … And I maintain that the
scope of this financial market crisis was not clear until
deep into August or September.”18

After the worsening of the crisis in fall 2008, however,
the government changed its tactics: The first step
taken in this direction was in October, when the
Bundestag passed a law creating the Special Fund
for Financial Market Stabilization (known by its
German acronym, Soffin), a bank bailout package of
nearly €500 billion—the largest ever in postwar
Germany. Along with €400 billion to guarantee
banks’ loans, it also contained €100 billion for re-
capitalization. This fund was used, among others, to
shore-up Hypo Real Estate with nearly €52 billion in
the fall, to partially nationalize Commerzbank after its
purchase of Dresdner Bank, as well as spending €13
billion to bailout HSH Nordbank in February 2009,
among others.

But it was not until mid-May 2009 that Chancellor
Merkel’s government put together a plan for a so-
called “Bad Bank,” which will be established to help
rid German banks of their toxic assets. The plan,
created by finance minister Steinbrück, calls for
German banks to set up their own, new companies in

which they can then off-load their toxic securities.
These toxic assets would be refinanced by the new
companies by issuing state-backed bonds to the
banks which originally held the assets. The refi-
nancing will be funded through Soffin, meaning that
there will be no need for additional bailout funds. The
plan is of course not without its own risks: if a bank’s
“bad bank” sees significant losses, then shareholders
will have to forego all or part of their dividend. As of
May 2009, a similar plan is also being discussed for
Germany’s struggling state-owned banks.19

Along with the creation of a bank bailout package
and Bad Banks to deal with German banks’ toxic
assets, in March 2009 Chancellor Merkel’s cabinet
agreed to extend the powers of the main financial
regulatory body, the Federal Financial Supervisory
Authority, known as BaFin, to address the crisis. In the
future, BaFin will have the power to increase liquidity
and equity requirements for banks if it deems them to
be at risk. BaFin was also given the power to prevent
the payout of dividends and other funds to foreign
parent companies. Financial institutions will be
required to share more operational information with
BaFin, including but not limited to financial institu-
tions’ leveraging levels. Finally, BaFin will also be
allowed to vet members of financial institutions’
boards to ensure that he or she is adequately quali-
fied. If BaFin decides an individual is not sufficiently
qualified, then it has the legal authority to find a
replacement.

3.2 STIMULATING THE ECONOMY – WITH PRICE
STABILITY AND BALANCED BUDGETS? 

In the fiscal response to the economic crisis, the
focus of the German government has been on
spurring investment and on long-term infrastructure
spending, rather than on driving consumption. The
Grand Coalition’s first attempt at combating the
unraveling financial crisis came in November, when
the government put through the first of two stimulus
packages. It came only after much political debate
and hand-wringing. For one of the enduring
successes of the Grand Coalition had been to avoid
deficit spending and, in 2007, the federal govern-
ment was nearing a balanced budget before the
outbreak of the financial crisis. With hyperinflation
and economic chaos of the 1920s hanging heavy in
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the nation’s collective memory, German politicians
and policymakers have argued that deficit spending
is ineffective in fostering long-term growth and that a
high level of government debt would lead to inflation.
This strong fiscal conservatism reached in fact
beyond the traditional CDU base and across political
and public opinion. Much of this is also due to the
experiences of the 1990s: The large expenditures
required for rebuilding eastern Germany, the national
debt that Germany incurred in doing so, and their
attempts to balance the budget in the late 1990s led
to slow growth rates.

Nevertheless, this desire for a balanced budget was
overcome by the need for government action, and
what emerged was a decidedly modest stimulus
package. The first stimulus package—for which the
government earmarked around €31 billion over two
years—sought to support growth by incentivizing
investment and long-term infrastructure projects more
than it did consumption. It ensured continued credit
flows to small- and medium-sized businesses,
extended so-called short-term work from 12 to 18
months, provided infrastructure spending, and
provided a tax write-off for spending on housing and
renovations. On the consumption side, it offered help
for the auto industry by including a tax exemption for
purchases of new cars.20

As the crisis continued and economic forecasts in
Germany and the euro zone grew more grim
throughout the fall of 2008 and into early 2009, the
Grand Coalition moved toward a second and more
aggressive stimulus program. Totaling nearly €50
billion over two years,21 the package passed in
February 2009 called for €17 billion in new public
investment and tax relief, including reductions in
payroll contributions, further support of short-term
work, and further support of consumption and the
auto industry through granting tax breaks for people
who scrap older cars and buy new ones (cash-for-
clunkers, or Abwrackprämie). The government also
appropriated an additional €100 billion in credits for
the publicly-held KfW bank to underwrite credit to
struggling companies, as well as a special credit
program for small- and medium-sized businesses and
increased availability of export guarantees.22 This
second stimulus packages brought the Coalition’s
total stimulus spending during the crisis to over €80

billion over 2009 and 2010.23

One reason that Merkel and other leading politicians
have refused to undertake further government
spending is that the multiplier effect of consumption-
targeted stimulus spending is exceedingly low in
Germany because, as already discussed, it is heavily
export-dependent. German consumers have also
demonstrated a historically high personal savings
rate. While savings rates declined from a high of
about 13 percent in 1991 to near 9 percent in 2000,
since 2001 savings rates have once again begun to
reach the post-unification average of approximately
11 percent.24 (In contrast, savings rates in the United
States since 1990 have averaged less than 4
percent.) With this high savings rate of consumers,
policymakers argue that tax rebates will do little if
anything to stimulate growth in the German economy
and probably just lead to more saving and thus do
little to spur export demand. Instead, as laid out
above, German policymakers made investment the
priority, providing tax breaks for businesses and
export credits, among other measures. Here, not just
the principles of the social market economy but the
fundamental differences in the German and American
economic models—one export-driven, the other credit
and consumption-driven—have significantly shaped
the countries’ respective responses to the crisis.

Even in the midst of the crisis, German politicians
and policymakers moved to ensure that, once the
crisis subsides, the country will once again have a
balanced, or at least nearly balanced, budget: In June
2009, German legislators moved to limit public debt
levels through a constitutional amendment. Passed by
the required two-thirds majority in the Bundestag and
by the upper house, the Bundesrat, by a margin of 13-
3, the law is primarily aimed at states’ budgets and
only allows states to take on new debt to pay off old
debt beginning in 2020. For the federal budget, the
new law will take effect in 2016 and will limit new
borrowing to 0.35 percent of the country’s GDP.
While the new amendment includes several exception
clauses, allowing the federal government to bypass
most of the law’s provisions by declaring an emer-
gency, governments will be constitutionally obligated
to reduce their debts to the specified levels during
times of economic growth and increasing govern-
ment revenue.25 Seeking to move away from the



current deficit spending and toward the days of
balanced budgets before the outbreak of the financial
crisis and recession, German lawmakers made fiscal
discipline a matter of constitutional law and, in doing
so, further translated the principles of the social
market economy into German law and policy.

Lastly, Chancellor Merkel’s preference for price
stability was mirrored in her unprecedented step in
early June 2009 of openly criticizing the monetary
policies of the European Central Bank (ECB) as well
its counterparts in the United States and in Britain.
Echoing a familiar argument that she leveled at fiscal
spending in the United States and elsewhere, Merkel
argued that the ECB, the Federal Reserve, and the
Bank of England have gone too far in fighting the
crisis with so-called quantitative easing. Moreover,
they risked creating the kinds of asset bubbles, and
possibly inflation, which helped contribute to the crisis
in the first place: “We must return to an independent
central bank policy and to a policy of reason, other-
wise we will be in exactly the same position in ten
years’ time.”26 Such criticism placed Merkel in a posi-
tion opposite of most politicians, who usually argue
that central banks are being too conservative with
their monetary policies. But, as in many other
moments throughout the crisis, it was Chancellor
Merkel who was calling for restraint and reason in
addressing the crisis.

3.3 IT’S AUTOMATIC: SOCIAL POLICIES IN THE
CRISIS

Throughout their management of the financial crisis,
German policymakers have said they have no need for
further stimulus because the German social safety
net—a fundamental component of the social market
economy—is automatically lowering the tax burden
and providing for increasing public spending into the
economy through increased welfare checks, unem-
ployment benefits, and job protections. According to
IMF estimates, Germany’s 2009 stimulus spending is
1.5 percent of GDP, slightly lower than the U.S.’s
stimulus plan, which accounts for nearly 2 percent of
GDP. However, because of Germany’s large social
safety net and its larger automatic stabilizers, the
cumulative effect of the German stimulus spending
will actually be much higher. According to the IMF,
Germany’s automatic stabilizers will contribute an

additional 1.7 percent of GDP to the stimulus meas-
ures, making total stimulus spending 3.2 percent of
GDP in 2009. By comparison, in the United States
total stimulus spending, combined with spending
provided by the automatic stabilizers in the American
safety net, will bring the total stimulus effect to
approximately 4.8 percent of GDP.27

Germany’s so-called automatic stabilizers consist
mainly of unemployment insurance, welfare payments,
job protections, a pension scheme, and health insur-
ance. Unemployment insurance (Arbeitslosengeld I)
can be received by persons who have worked at least
one year during the two years prior to filing the appli-
cation. They will receive 67 percent of their most
recent net income if they have children and 60
percent otherwise; payments will continue for a
period of one year. Under the recently reformed
unemployment insurance program, Hartz IV, which
took effect in 2005, unemployment payments
(Arbeitslosenhilfe) and welfare payments (Sozialhilfe)
were merged to Arbeitslosengeld II. Currently, the
Hartz IV program provides citizens with €351 per
month, plus the cost of adequate housing. Additional
benefits are available for people with young children.
During economic downturns, the Hartz IV program
automatically pumps money into the economy by
providing for individuals who have lost their job as a
result of the crisis. The Kurzarbeit program, or short-
term work, is another feature of the German economy
that has automatically increased its expenditures
during the crisis. The agency that oversees the
program, the German Federal Labor Office, which
spent $270 million in 2008, is expecting to dole out
more than $2.85 billion in 2009 as it seeks to
compensate employers who place their employees on
short-term work.28 In addition to expanding the short-
work program, German leaders also expanded the
usual automatic stabilizers described above through
a number of measures in the two stimulus packages,
including a reduction of income tax levels.

3.4 GERMANY ON THE INTERNATIONAL STAGE:
READY FOR MORE REGULATION

Along with her calls for globalizing the principles of
the social market economy, Chancellor Merkel has
also strongly advocated a more muscular and author-
itative global financial regulatory system. Specifically,
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Merkel has called for the creation of a United Nations
Economic Council similar in structure and authority to
the UN Security Council to help shape and enforce a
new global regulatory structure. 

In a January 2009 conference in Paris, Merkel called
for the creation a “UN Charter of Sustainable
Economic Activity” modeled on the UN Charter of
Human Rights and a United Nations Economic
Council as the foundation of a new global regulatory
system. The role of this new UN organization would
be to determine global standards and make sure “that
we don’t live beyond our means.” In the speech
Merkel also made it clear she sees the crisis as a
“chance to reorganize the international architecture of
institutions.” The existing UN Economic and Social
Council (ECOSOC) busied itself only with writing
reports and lacked any real formative power to regu-
late the global economy. Drastic measures were
needed, she concluded, because the severity of the
crisis proved that the global community lacked suffi-
cient institutions and regulations to deal with the risks
of globalization. In short, what Merkel called for was
a “twenty-first century institutional architecture that
truly reflects global interdependence.” Finally, Merkel
said that in the coming years it would be the task of
the EU to be “a voice for the social market economy
in the international order.”29

At the G20 summit in London at the beginning of
April, Merkel continued to push for stronger interna-
tional standards for market regulation. Merkel and her
government have thrown their weight behind a report,
drawn up for the EU, that argues for an extension of
financial market supervision to all financial institutions
(including hedge funds, private equity firms, and rating
agencies), a tightening of equity requirements for
banks, and an international system that could
detect—and warn against—asset price bubbles.
Merkel has also joined ranks with the French in calling
for regulations that clamp-down on tax havens in
countries like Switzerland.

4. Conclusion: The Politics of Economic
Crisis Management in an Election Year

As this essay has argued, German crisis manage-
ment has been driven by the basic concepts of the
social market economy, including a strong social
safety net to provide spending during economic
downturns, tightly regulating the marketplace, and
keeping prices stable by avoiding public deficits and
overly expansive monetary policy, as well as the reality
of a heavily export-dependent German economy. In
this sense, the German response to the crisis has
consisted of old wine in old bottles. Germany, led by
Chancellor Merkel, has refused to undertake broader
fiscal spending because of a strong desire to prevent
future inflation. Rather than seeking to stimulate
consumption in an economy that has high savings
rates and is highly export-dependent, German poli-
cymakers have sought to incentivize investment and
to spur infrastructure spending while allowing the
automatic stabilizers to aid the unemployed and
provide for some continued demand in the economy.
Finally, Merkel and other government leaders have
focused on reforming financial regulations to ensure
that the markets continue to function in the future, but
within reasonable bounds that limits the kind of risk
that caused the current crisis.

A difficult task at any time, managing the crisis has
been especially complicated for Merkel given the fact
that she faces re-election in September 2009.
Indeed, the September 27 national elections in
Germany will be dominated above all by the reality of
a flailing German economy and the ongoing global
financial crisis; it will be the first time in a German
election that the two candidates for chancellor have
entered the campaign amid such high unemployment
and slow economic growth. 

Up to now, the implications of the financial crisis and
its management on Merkel’s re-election efforts and on
the chances for the SPD to capitalize politically on the
crisis have been mixed. To be sure, the crisis has
severely affected the CDU: During the onset of the
crisis in late 2008 and early 2009, polls showed the
CDU declining in popularity as the public’s anger with
increasing unemployment, bailed-out banks, and
general dissatisfaction with the government’s deficit
spending resulting from the two stimulus packages.



Furthermore, the CDU’s ideological resistance to
intervening in the private sector has to some extent
polarized the party: More liberal voters have begun
moving toward the SPD, who advocate more aggres-
sive state intervention, while the CDU’s more conser-
vative voters, unhappy with by the party’s forays in the
private sector, have begun drifting toward the free-
market, pro-business stances of the Free Democratic
Party (FDP). 

In response, the SPD has worked to shift the debate
to the left and has been adjusting its message to
reflect the fallout from the crisis. The main argument
currently being advanced by the SPD and their candi-
date for chancellor, German Vice Chancellor Frank-
Walter Steinmeier, is that re-election of Merkel and
the CDU will mean a more-of-the-same approach
toward the market economy. As SPD party official put
it, “The present economic model carries the seeds of
failure. It isn’t enough for Mrs. Merkel to engage in a
little bit of crisis management. We must make funda-
mental changes.”30 Hoping that the crisis will clearly
draw out the difference in economic platforms
between the two parties, the SPD is promising that it
will eliminate tax shelters, place sharper regulations
on financial markets, and impose stronger control on
executive compensation than the CDU otherwise
would. In short, the SPD has jumped at the sugges-
tion that the government must assume a more forceful
role in the economy in combating the recession and
financial crisis.

But for now, Merkel and the CDU appear to be simul-
taneously managing the crisis while avoiding a major
political backlash. Recent polls show Merkel and the
CDU capturing the middle ground on socio-economic
issues, with Merkel and her party seen as more
competent in addressing economic questions than
their SPD rivals. Finally, the June 2009 European
Parliament elections, which saw Merkel and the
CDU/CSU achieve a sizable victory over Steinmeier
and the SPD, could be a prelude to a CDU victory in
the national elections and the forming of a coalition
with the FDP, Merkel’s preferred coalition partner.

Chancellor Merkel has made it clear that once the
crisis subsides and recovery is underway, her plan is
for the government to relinquish its role as decision-
maker in the economy and to return to the tried-and-

true principles of the social market economy. As she
put it, “At the end of the process we can go back to
the old contours of the social market economy.”31

But what happens when recovery proves more elusive
than expected and further state intervention in the
economy becomes necessary? Then, just maybe, will
there be some new wine in those old bottles?
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1. Introduction

Among the Basic Law’s (Grundgesetz) distinguishing
features and in light of its considerable success, there
is one thread in its remarkable tapestry that merits
further attention. It is a matter of constitutional law
with particular significance for transatlantic affairs,
and, therefore, especially worthy of attention upon an
American celebration of the sixtieth anniversary of the
promulgation of the Basic Law. 

In need of particular attention are the Basic Law’s
provisions for Germany’s use of military force.
Perhaps it is unfortunate that questions of security
continue to take center stage in transatlantic affairs.
A hoped-for “new world order,” in which economic
and cultural issues might have ascended, never
seems to have materialized. Instead, we find
ourselves still debating the roles the U.S. and
Germany should play in securing our shared interests.
On this issue there has been none-too-little disagree-
ment and disappointment on either side of the
Atlantic, with the U.S. pressing for the projection of
force and Germany balking.

These roles were popularly caricatured by Robert
Kagan in his essay “Of Paradise and Power,” which
he published in an earlier and more strained part of
this decade.1 But only last month the headlines that
followed President Barack Obama’s visit to Baden-
Baden as part of the state conference marking the
sixtieth anniversary of NATO suggested that, on the
question of security, the U.S. and Germany were still
playing to type. “Europeans offer few new troops for
Afghanistan,” the New York Times trumpeted. “Mr.
Obama has been greeted warmly on a personal

level,” the report said, “but his calls for a more lasting
European troop increase for Afghanistan were politely
brushed aside.”2 President Obama would be wise
not to take this as a personal sleight. One of the more
entertaining moments in Oliver Stone’s otherwise
unremarkable movie W. depicted the 43rd President
railing against “that kraut Schröder” because the
Chancellor had refused to lead Germany into the
“coalition of the willing” that was being formed to
prosecute Operation Iraqi Freedom.3

Engaging with this confounding facet of German-
American relations, this essay argues, first,  that
modern Germany’s deeply embedded reticence
toward the use of force, which consistently places it
in conflict with America’s more muscular vision of
trans-atlanticism, has both roots and expression in the
Basic Law. Second, it concludes by suggesting that
Germany’s use-of-force regime might give the lie to
the persistent realist argument that force cannot be
constrained by law.

2. The Basic Law and the Use of Force

The Germans are a people distinctly keyed to law: It
should come as no surprise, therefore, that in an
examination of Germany’s security policy, one would
begin with the law. The Roman historian Tacitus
remarked that Rome learned more from the northern
Germanic tribes than from any of the other barbarians
on the messy margin of the Empire. He singled out
the Germans’ well-developed system of customary
law for praise; offset, perhaps, by their quirky insis-
tence on appearing at any gathering fully armed and
by an awkward penchant for blurting out everything
on their mind straight away.4 Others have remarked
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that while the French were storming the Bastille the
Germans were busy establishing administrative law
courts. Of course, even the terror of the Holocaust
was framed and fueled by what formalistically passed
as law.5

Especially with a view to this last turn in German
history, the framers of the Basic Law insisted on a
“peace constitution.”  The preamble declares that, in
promulgating a new constitution, the Germans were
“inspired by the determination to promote world
peace as an equal partner in a united Europe, [...]”6

Further evidence of the Basic Law’s inherent pacifism
can be found in Article 1(2), which provides that “the
German people [...] acknowledge inviolable and
inalienable human rights as the basis of every commu-
nity, of peace and of justice in the world.”7 Article
9(2), one of the Basic Law’s remarkable “militant
democracy” provisions, permits the prohibition of
associations whose aims or activities are directed
“against [...] the concept of international under-
standing, […]”8 Article 26(1) renders unconstitu-
tional and obliges the German government to
criminalize “acts tending to and undertaken with intent
to disturb the peaceful relations between nations,
especially to prepare for a war of aggression.”9 To be
sure, there are competing clauses that might be inter-
preted as a “hint” that German rearmament was
inevitable.10 But the Constitutional Court did not get
the chance to choose between these interpretive
possibilities. Chancellor Konrad Adenauer’s earliest
attempt to rearm West Germany was cut short when
France withdrew from plans to create a European
Defense Community, thereby rendering moot the
case before the Constitutional Court that raised these
fundamental constitutional questions about
Germany’s security profile.11

The strictly pacifist elements of the original Basic Law
soon were overshadowed by constitutional amend-
ments pushed through by Adenauer’s super-majority
government in 1954.12 These amendments, partic-
ularly implicating Article 79(1), paved the way to West
Germany’s NATO membership and remilitarization.13

Yet the constitutional provisions that facilitated
Germany’s rearmament did just as much to entrench
Germany’s postwar reticence for the use of force.
Article 87a, for example, provided that the newly
formed federal armed forces were empowered to

defend Germany and otherwise could be deployed
“only to the extent expressly permitted by this Basic
Law.”14 Thus, even as Germany rearmed and inte-
grated into the Western security framework, consti-
tutional law would dictate and define the function of
the armed forces.

Through the long years of the Cold War a number of
social and political factors conspired to cement the
consensus that the German armed forces were to be
used exclusively for the purpose of defending NATO
territory. Surely the ever-present memories of German
atrocities and suffering in World War II hardened the
pacifist sentiment evident in the Basic Law and
expressed in the defense consensus that prevailed
during the Cold War. Another facet of constitutional
law unwittingly contributed to the widespread pacifist
sentiment that took root in Germany during the long
years of the Cold War. Increasing numbers of young
German men sought to avoid conscription by invoking
the constitutional provision that guarantees the right
to object to military service as a matter of
conscience.15 To stem this tide the government
required conscientious objectors to appear before
local committees to defend their views. Many
Germans’ pacifist views were galvanized by these
proceedings.  In any case, the zero-sum implications
of armed confrontation along the hot German front of
the Cold War made it a logical imperative that “for
over forty years, the [leadership of the Federal
Republic of Germany] interpreted the Basic Law to
mean that German military forces could only be used
for defensive purposes on North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) territory.”16 Considering the
Cold War stalemate in Europe, this was as good as
saying the German armed forces might never be
deployed.

German reunification and the increasing distance
from World War II came to pose a rather significant
challenge to the constitutional consensus that
Germany’s armed forces could be used only for
defense of the NATO territory. Germany’s “68er”
Chancellor, Gerhard Schröder, tactfully but resolutely
advocated a normal role for the Federal Republic in
world affairs. This included, as its chief prize, the
ongoing Quixotic German pursuit of a permanent seat
on the U.N. Security Council, a body dominated by
states possessed of the military wherewithal to ensure
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the world’s peace and security.17 To show its will-
ingness to flex its muscle, starting in the early 1990s,
Germany increasingly began to deploy its armed
forces for purposes other than the defense of German
or NATO territory.18 The first of these ventures
involved support of NATO and U.N. peace-making or
humanitarian efforts in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Somalia,
and Serbia-Montenegro. A constitutional challenge
to these non-defensive deployments ended with the
Constitutional Court handing the federal government
a Pyrrhic victory. In the AWACS I Case from 1994 the
Court upheld the constitutionality of the challenged
deployments.19 But in doing so it articulated consti-
tutional principles that greatly constrain Germany’s
use of force. Decades after the Adenauer govern-
ment proposed such an interpretation, the Court held
in AWACS I that Article 24(2) of the Basic Law
impliedly authorized the government to fulfill its obli-
gations under treaties like the U.N. Charter and the
North Atlantic Alliance, including the deployment of
armed forces.20 Yet, the Court went on to hold that
any deployment of the German armed forces for non-
defensive purposes requires prior parliamentary
approval.21 The Court could not point to a clear
textual basis for this significant constitutional limitation
on the use of force.22 Instead, it derived the rule
from constitutional history, pointing to the Weimar-era
requirement for a parliamentary declaration of “war” or
“peace.”23 The Court also referred to the Basic
Law’s assignment of the military’s budget to the
parliament.24 The Court further explained that the
rule existed as an echo of parliament’s constitutional
prerogative over treaty-making in the first instance, a
prerogative that is revived when obligations under a
treaty call for dramatic measures like troop deploy-
ments.25 The Court concluded by underscoring that
the rule reinforced the ever-fragile balance between
almost plenary executive authority in foreign affairs
and the principle of checks and balances inherent in
the separation of powers.26

The last decade saw the Court slightly relax this
constitutional limitation on Germany’s use of force.27

In 2001, for example, the Court turned aside consti-
tutional challenges to the Federal Government’s
accession to NATO’s new, out-of-territory, and non-
defensive “strategic concept.”28 The radical military
implications for Germany’s participation in the new
“strategic concept” were obvious. At the time the new

“strategic concept” was announced in 1999 the
alliance was prosecuting its bombing campaign
against Serbia, an action that was neither defensive
nor concerned with NATO territory.29 In spite of the
firm assertion of parliamentary priority in AWACS I,
and without regard to the very evident military impli-
cations, the Court was untroubled by the fact that
the Federal Government had committed Germany to
NATO’s new “strategic concept” without consulting
the parliament.30 The Court’s decision in the NATO
Strategic Concept Case probably was foreshadowed
by its earlier decision finding nothing constitutionally
objectionable about the deployment of German
armed forces in support of NATO’s Kosovo
campaign.31 Later, the Constitutional Court approved
of the parliament’s general and open-ended authori-
zation of force deployments in support of NATO’s on-
going Afghanistan operation.32 

Last year’s AWACS II Case saw the Court put an end
to this trend and firmly reassert the rule from AWACS
I.33 In spite of his strident opposition to President
George W. Bush’s Iraq “adventure,” Chancellor
Schröder nonetheless planned to send German
AWACS planes to Turkey, which summoned NATO
backing in anticipation of a flailing, aggressive gesture
from Saddam Hussein’s threatened regime.34 The
Chancellor argued that parliamentary approval,
consistent with the rule from AWACS I, was not
needed in this instance because the AWACS aircraft
were serving strictly defensive purposes within the
framework of Germany’s NATO obligations.35 The
Constitutional Court disagreed and ruled Schröder’s
deployment of the aircraft to Turkey a constitutional
violation.36 It is a mandate of the Basic Law’s sepa-
ration of powers, the Court firmly reiterated, that
parliament alone has the constitutional authority to
decide on deployments to armed conflicts.37 This is
especially true, the Court explained, with a view
toward the political dynamics of an alliance system.
Germany should not be led into armed conflict by
foreign interests framed as collective security
concerns; deployments must be authorized by the
Federation’s popular branch.38 Significantly, the
Court found a parliamentary presumption in the rele-
vant constitutional framework. When in doubt, the
Court explained, parliament has priority with respect
to the deployment of the German armed forces.39

This rule, reaffirmed in AWACS II, has led most to
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accept the notion that the German armed forces are
properly described as a Parlamentsarmee—a parlia-
mentary army.40 This presents a very real, systemic
constraint on Germany’s projection of force. If anyone
doubts this, it is only necessary to recall that
Chancellor Schröder had to package his 2001
Afghanistan troop deployment, meant to support
America’s immediate, post-9/11 campaign against
the Taliban, with a no-confidence vote.41 He barely
survived—with a mere two-vote cushion—to see
Germany join the American-led Operation Enduring
Freedom.42 

A final, very significant constitutional limitation on
Germany’s use of force, which has silently operated
to make the preceding discussion of Constitutional
Court jurisprudence possible, is the fact that the
Basic Law clearly gives the Constitutional Court juris-
diction to hear challenges to the Federal
Government’s plans to deploy the armed forces.43

The German Constitutional Court does not know a
political question doctrine.44 Instead, the Court
repeatedly has been called upon to judge the consti-
tutionality of the Federal Government’s security
agenda. The Court in AWACS II emphasized this
important feature of the constitutional regime limiting
Germany’s use of force, reiterating that these ques-
tions are subject to full judicial review.45   

The Basic Law’s regime regarding the use of force, in
its substance but also including the Constitutional
Court’s clear jurisdiction over these matters, is both
evidence of and an explanation for the German reti-
cence toward the use of force that often frustrates
American policymakers. The frustration on this side of
the Atlantic might be justified, considering that the
U.S. Constitution has thrown up nothing like these
limitations on the executive branch’s discretion to
embroil the United States in armed conflict. The texts
of the U.S. Constitution and the Basic Law do not
definitively answer the question of the competence,
and limits thereon, to use force. But unlike the
German case, the interpretation of the U.S.
Constitution’s assignment of war making authority, at
least in practice, has heavily favored the President to
Congress’ disadvantage. Direct attempts by
Congress to “fulfill the intent of the framers … and
insure that the collective judgment of both the
Congress and the President will apply to the intro-

duction of United States Armed Forces into hostilities,
[…]” have failed.46 In the United States the armed
forces are anything but a Parliamentary Army. And,
hiding behind the political question doctrine, the
courts have generally refused to intervene to bring the
President to heel. 

More than Kagan’s banal “Mars and Venus,”47 it is
better to note, especially on the occasion of the Basic
Law’s sixtieth anniversary, that distinct constitutional
regimes giving force to distinct constitutional values
explain the American and German differences in
transatlantic security policy.        

3. Conclusion:  The Basic Law Laying
Realism to Rest?

On the occasion of the Basic Law’s sixtieth anniver-
sary, perhaps one can find a grander and more
normative claim for its use of-of-force regime. More
than a mere doctrinal and cultural phenomenon that
explains differences in German and American secu-
rity policy, is it possible that the Basic Law’s contri-
bution to curbing Germany’s significant militarist
tradition provides rare evidence for the hope that
force can be constrained by law?

We know well the realism that dominates American
international law and international relations theory and
practice, which, ironically, largely is attributable to the
influence of German immigrants to the United States
like Hans Kelsen, Leo Strauss, and Hans J.
Morgenthau. At the core of these theorists’ contribu-
tions is the Machiavellian/Hobbesian world view that
humankind is self-interested and brutish; might, not
law, is what counts. Their views find voice today in the
United States in the neo-conservative commentary
and policy positions of the already-mentioned Robert
Kagan, but also Michael Glennon, Eric Posner, Jack
Goldsmith, John Yoo, John Bellinger, Josh Bolton, and
Paul Wolfowitz. Perhaps the experiences of the last
half-decade have adequately cast their fundamen-
talist and formalistic realism into doubt. But the narra-
tive offered in this essay offers its own, perhaps
deeper, repudiation. It suggests anything but the
notion that, when it comes to force, the law is dead.48

To the contrary, the Basic Law has made the use of
force in Germany almost exclusively a question of
politics, democracy, and law. The Basic Law has
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given Germany a new kind of army, unraveling
centuries of German military ideology that was based
on “an important part of the self-understanding of the
majority of Germans.”49

Joachim Käppner recently noted that postwar
Germany seized, “for the first time in the country’s
history, the chance to reconcile the German military
with German democracy.”50 This, Käppner
concluded, “is one of the great success stories of the
Federal Republic.”51 If this is so, and if the world is
lucky and wise enough to learn from this remarkable
German example, then it will have to count equally as
one of the great successes of the German Basic Law.
That would be good reason, indeed, to celebrate the
Bonner Grundgesetz.
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After the excesses of the Nazi period, Germans
acquired (among other things) a heavy dislike of flow-
ering rhetoric and pathos, a dislike obvious in this
year’s sixtieth anniversary of the German Basic Law
(Grundgesetz). The many speeches held in the
Bundestag and elsewhere give the impression that
the biggest accomplishment of these sixty years basi-
cally lies in the things that Germans did not do. That
is, in the past sixty years Germany did not invade its
neighbors, vote for a dictator, or massacre a people.
In light of German history this might seem quite an
accomplishment indeed, but in fact this is only more
or less what one would expect from an enlightened
nation.

The past still looms large in German consciousness.
Although there are many examples to the contrary, the
elites still seem to harbor a deeply rooted distrust
toward the common people and a fear that Nazi-era
racism and xenophobia still linger, only waiting to
emerge when the “going gets tough,” such as in an
economic crisis or when politics go through a period
of instability.

Over the past sixty years nothing like this has
happened. Quite to the contrary: Although the current
global economic crisis hit Germany, with its export-
driven economy, much harder than most, the
Germans have remained remarkably calm and cool-
headed. Certainly, warning voices have evoked the
crisis of 1929 and the subsequent rise of nationalist
and fascist movements in Germany and elsewhere in
Europe, but recent elections have shown a surprising
rush to the political center in Germany (for example
in the European Parliament elections). Rather than
strengthening the fringe parties on the far right or left

of the spectrum, German citizens have strengthened
moderate parties in the economic downturn. Even
the Left Party (Die Linke) with its anti-capitalist plat-
form could not profit from one of the worst crises of
the capitalist system in decades. In fact, the Left Party
has steadily lost ground in opinion polls since the
crisis began. 

Thus, there is no doubt that Germans have become
a totally different people in these more than sixty years
since the end of World War II. This also applies to
foreign policy. Germany is no longer a threat to its
neighbors and has happily endorsed the notion of
multilateral institutions and shared sovereignty that
comes with being part of the European Union. In
short, Germany has become a soft power. While this
is a relief for many of its neighbors and a huge
success of European integration, it also creates some
problems in today’s world, especially for the United
States. At a time when the U.S. is stretched thin
managing global problems and the West’s power and
its ability to shape the world are on a relative decline,
Germany still does not carry the full weight of the
responsibilities that would befit one of the world’s
major economies. In such military matters as
Afghanistan, where German forces patrol an area that
until some months ago was relatively stable, the
German contingent is heavily framed by Bundestag-
imposed caveats of preventing German soldiers from
being sent to other regions and battlefields in
Afghanistan to assist other NATO allies.

Historical Experiences Limit Germany’s
Foreign Policy

Germany’s reluctance to engage in combat missions
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can be attributed to a complete change in German
mentality, resulting from historical experience. In rejec-
tion of the militarism of the late Prussian, Wilhemine,
and Nazi periods, most Germans have embraced
some sort of “habitual pacifism”:   A mix of simplistic
pacifist beliefs stemming from the tragedies of Nazi
Germany, coupled with a good measure of isola-
tionism concerning problems beyond the borders of
the European Union. Indeed, the lessons drawn from
World War II have been very different in Germany
than in other countries. In the U.S. and Britain the
run-up to the war is often seen through the prism of
a failed attempt at appeasement; the 1938 Munich
agreement that permitted German occupation of the
Czech Sudetenland is the embodiment of that failure.
At the time, the agreement was seen as an attempt to
preserve peace in Europe by satisfying German
hunger for territorial expansion—today it is mostly
regarded as a grave mistake and an act that encour-
aged Germany’s drive for territorial expansion instead
of taming it. From this and the subsequent war, the
lessons are clear: Better to stop an aggressive
dictator early and with military means if necessary,
before the dynamics of territorial expansion get out of
hand and a roll back becomes increasingly difficult
and will cost an immense number of lives.

The lessons learned in Germany were somewhat
different. Apart from the anti-Semitism that led to the
Holocaust, German aggression in World War II was
later seen as being based on an inherently militaristic
culture. In response, German society after the war,
especially since the 1960s, tried to “detoxify” the
German mentality by building a taboo around the use
of force as an instrument of foreign policy, an effort
that was also at the heart of America’s program of “re-
education” in the postwar period in Germany. 

At the height of the Cold War this taboo was rein-
forced by the arms race between the two super-
powers in Europe. With Moscow and Washington
locked into a framework of mutually assured destruc-
tion, any military action in Europe threatened to trigger
a nuclear confrontation which, as the front line in the
Cold War, would have wiped out both German states.
No wonder that the peace movement of the 1980s—
a reaction to the 1979 NATO decision to deploy
Pershing I missiles in response to the stationing of
Soviet SS-20 missiles in the western parts of the

Soviet Union—had its staunchest following in West
Germany.

With the fall of the Berlin Wall, reunification, and the
Two Plus Four Treaty, the Federal Republic of
Germany regained full sovereignty. Still, reluctance
to even consider using force in an international crisis
remained, amply proven by the Persian Gulf War in
1990-1991. The U.S. assembled a coalition of thirty-
four nations to expel the Iraqi army out of Kuwait. Of
the countries in the anti-Iraq alliance only Japan and
Germany refrained from committing troops, instead
helping the war effort by contributing $10 billion and
$6.6 billion, respectively.

Throughout the rest of the 1990s Europe was largely
preoccupied with stabilizing the eastern part of the
continent and integrating the newly independent
eastern countries into NATO and the European Union.
Although Europeans, with the benefit of hindsight,
and after history came back with a vengeance, like to
ridicule Francis Fukuyama’s book “The End of
History,” the development of defense budgets by
European NATO allies indicate the same trend: A
constant reduction of defense spending shows that
it was actually the Europeans who believed most in
Fukuyama’s thesis. The feeling in the 1990s that the
“good guys” had won led to the idea that it was time
to reap what was called the “peace dividend.”  This
meant reducing defense spending and putting the
money elsewhere.

The Process of “Normalization”

Neither Germany nor most other European countries
believed that they may one day be called on to inter-
vene in conflicts thousands of miles beyond their
borders. Nor did Europe’s inability to stop the Balkan
wars or the huge gap between American and
European military technical capabilities—revealed by
the U.S.-led NATO war in Kosovo—change their atti-
tudes toward defense spending. By 2000, Europe
had become complacent.  Living under the American
security umbrella for decades had not made the
Europeans more aware of international security
threats and it did not increase their willingness to
tackle threats or to provide the means necessary to
do so. Only the British and to a lesser extent the
French made some effort to remain militarily compet-
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itive.

Undoubtedly, Germany’s participation in the Kosovo
War in 1998, its first war after World War II, was a big
step, beginning Germany’s process of “normaliza-
tion” in security affairs. Mentalities were slower to
change; even today a majority of Germans does not
think that its country is called upon to address global
security issues. Neither the mission in Afghanistan
nor Germany’s part in the stabilization mission in
Lebanon has the backing of a majority of Germans.
There is still a widespread “not in my backyard”
syndrome: When asked, Germans look for others—
mostly the U.S., NATO, or the EU—to solve security
problems around the world, hoping that the German
part in multilateral actions will be negligible. 

At times the German instinct to be detached from
world problems takes curious forms. Take, for
example, the columnist Franz Josef Wagner and his
columns in the Bild Zeitung, Germany’s and Europe’s
biggest tabloid. When John F. Kerry ran for U.S. pres-
ident against George W. Bush in 2004, Wagner
sided openly with Bush (who was already deeply
unpopular in Germany as well as among readers of
the Bild) only a few days before the U.S. elections.
His argument was very instructive: Bush would not be
able to ask for German troops in Iraq given that so
many Germans and the Schröder government
opposed the war. Kerry, however, would ask for
German troops because it was not “his” war. A
demand from Kerry would be much more difficult for
any German government to reject than would a similar
demand by a second Bush administration. This argu-
ment sounds awfully familiar more than four years
later, with President Barack Obama in office. In 2009,
however, the important war is now fought in
Afghanistan and less so in Iraq.

Wagner is not a foreign policy analyst, but he knows
well the gut feeling of many Germans. At the time, he
voiced the isolationist tendency in Germany that is still
strong today, even if it is rarely called by its proper
name. So why does this German tendency to seclude
itself from world security problems matter? 

It matters for the U.S. because America is overbur-
dened by its role as the world’s anchor of stability and
is overstretched in simultaneously fighting two wars.

Additionally, the economic crisis is draining the finan-
cial resources to sustain those efforts. Thus the U.S.
needs help in the management of world crises.

It matters for the West because if America should
one day tire of its role as the world’s stabilizing power
and give it up, the world will either plunge into
chaos—or autocratic regimes, like those in China and
Russia, will take up that mission. This would not only
be a heavy blow to the free world and what it stands
for, but would probably also mean that the globe
would be ruled by powers that define their global role
in a much narrower and nationalistic sense than the
U.S. and the West usually do. 

Why Germany Should Act as a Global
Player

The U.S. played a crucial role (both during the Cold
War and beyond) in helping Germany remain in its
strategic comfort zone by providing not only a secu-
rity umbrella for Europe, but also stability throughout
the world, thereby securing the transport lines that are
so vital for Germany’s export-dependent, foreign
energy-dependent economy. Thus it is high time that
Germany help more in securing this world order that
is guaranteed largely by the U.S. and from which
Germany profits considerably.

In a way Germany has to grow up and live up to the
full potential of its economic prowess—and accept
the global responsibilities that this entails. Looking at
the last eight years one can see two different trends
in that respect. First, leading up to the Iraq War, the
first Bush administration pushed Germany to engage
in a mission that was much beyond the traditional
postwar scope of German engagement. The attacks
of 9/11 on New York and Washington, D.C. prompted
Germany to take part in the stabilizing mission in
Afghanistan, signifying a quite remarkable maturing in
foreign policy issues on the German part. It is prob-
ably best described in the famous words of then-
Minister of Defense Peter Struck: Germany’s security
is also defended at the Hindu Kush.

Then, in a second development, the Iraq War stopped
Germany’s slowly growing readiness to engage in
missions around the globe, especially those favored
by Washington. The huge rift the war created in the
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transatlantic community increased the German
public’s and government’s  reluctance to invest more
in any of the missions advocated and led by the U.S.
By the final years of the Bush administration there
seems to have been an understanding on both sides
of the Atlantic that this status quo would last until
Bush left office.  Thus, by the end of the Bush admin-
istration, this tacit transatlantic arrangement had
already created a counterproductive dynamic in the
public sphere in Germany. The negative perceptions
of Bush and of American troops in Afghanistan, often
portrayed as “cowboys with a quick trigger” causing
too many civilian deaths, allowed German politicians
to stop making the case for the war in Afghanistan.
Politicians presumed that making that case would
cost them votes—but without a debate in favor of the
Afghanistan mission, Germans understood less why
their troops still had to be in central Asia. The lack of
support created a downward spiral for the
Afghanistan mission in public opinion. But in a way it
also created a comfortable situation for German politi-
cians, who had found in Bush the perfect excuse for
not making tough choices.

To the surprise and the dismay of the Obama admin-
istration, this attitude has not changed much in the
first months of the new administration—neither in
Germany nor in the rest of Europe. Although the
transatlantic atmosphere has improved considerably,
Obama has not been very successful in getting new
European commitments to the war in Afghanistan.
This is even more surprising in light of the enthusiasm
greeting Obama across the world, and especially in
Europe. If governments wanted to considerably
increase their troop levels in Afghanistan, they could
have piggybacked on Obama’s popularity among
their constituencies.  So far they clearly have not.

German Reactions to Obama

When George W. Bush was president, the question
was whether he was ready to listen to Europe.  Could
he be persuaded to engage in policies that are impor-
tant to Europeans? Now that Barack Obama is in
office, with what is arguably the most “European”
political program ever (health care reform, climate
change, multilateralism), the question to be asked is
a different one: Is Europe ready for an American pres-
ident who offers shared leadership, but who also asks

for greater burden-sharing and more ownership of
world problems for Europe? After years of
complaining about Bush, Europe finally got the pres-
ident it wanted, without being mentally prepared. And
that holds especially true for Germany.

This is most obvious is the case of Afghanistan. While
the feeling in the U.S. is that Obama now “owns this
war,” and will do what is necessary to succeed, no
one in Europe seems to equally own that war and to
be  willing to do what it takes to win it.  Germany lauds
itself for having “convinced” the Americans to adopt
a concept of “integrated security.” But Germany’s
lack of success also in the civilian component of the
mission—the area of which the country is most proud
—is not even a subject of debate in Germany. Still,
Germany’s failures, for example in the field of police
training, are very obvious. Germany has seriously
botched a mission it took over once as “lead nation”
and in the meantime passed it on to the European
Union—which still is not performing much better at it. 

So far Obama’s charm offensive has not had the
effect that Washington desired. Neither Germany nor
other European countries have committed a tangible
number of additional troops to Afghanistan;
Washington’s willingness to increase its own troop
levels dramatically was not matched by other NATO
allies. 

Germany, it seems, is far from co-owning this war
mentally and tends to considerably overestimate its
own achievements in Afghanistan, which holds true
for the wider public just as much as for the politi-
cians. Consequently, “good advice” from Europe will
be met with increasing impatience in Washington.

The Future of German-American Relations

The Obama administration has tried to reach out to
Europe to engage in a new strategic dialogue. The
Americans wanted transatlantic brain storming; they
wanted to hear what the Europeans think, especially
the big players like Germany; and they wanted to get
new ideas and fresh thinking. And it is in this respect
that the administration has been disappointed most
so far. 

Twenty years after then-President George H. W.
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Bush offered Germany the chance to be a “partner in
leadership,” Germany is still not ready mentally to
perform as a real partner. Beyond Europe, Germans
do not think of themselves in the driver’s seat, not
even as a co-driver. Rather, they are waiting for
America to formulate an idea and suggest proposals
for Germany and other European governments to
react to it, as has been the case for the last sixty
years. Germany’s foreign policy elite almost always
hides behind the argument that history still plays a role
in preventing Germany from living up to its full foreign
policy potential. In some ways this is true; one should
not underestimate how far Germany has come in the
last twenty years in “normalizing” its foreign policy
and its foreign policy discourse. But history is increas-
ingly becoming an easy excuse for German leaders to
avoid fully stepping up to the plate.

If this passivity does not change, Americans and
Germans, Americans and Europeans are in for
another big transatlantic disappointment; a disap-
pointment that could this time lead to a real estrange-
ment on the American side. “We did everything you
wanted, elected a president with an almost European
agenda, and still you are not doing your part of the
heavy lifting”—that will be the argument on the
American side. Germany, even with all its historical
baggage, will nevertheless be called on as the
biggest power in Europe to do its part in preventing
such a development—and to do so will be in its own
self interest. 

Germany and Europe should not fool themselves.
Obama’s policy agenda might seem to be more
“European” than of any president in living memory. But
as far as his personality is concerned, Obama is actu-
ally the most “un-European” president America has
ever elected. Very different from the old American
political elite that was rather Europe-centric, Obama’s
experiences have him looking to Asia, not to Europe.
Nor does he have family ties or a sense of culturally
belonging to or being from Europe, which has char-
acterized American political elites for centuries. He
spent his childhood in Hawaii, half-way between
America and Asia, and in Indonesia. Through his
father’s family he is connected to Africa. And
Obama’s first trip to Europe in his twenties was actu-
ally a stopover while travelling to Kenya. In his auto-
biography “Dreams from My Father” Obama writes

about the first time he set foot on the old continent: 

“And by the end of the first week or so, I realized that
I’d made a mistake. It wasn’t that Europe wasn’t beau-
tiful; everything was just as I’d imagined it. It just
wasn’t mine. It was as if I was living out someone’s
else’s romance; the incompleteness of my own history
stood between me and the sites I saw like a hard
pane of glass.”1

In short, Europe cannot rely on sentimental feelings
that this American president might harbor for the old
continent. Perhaps more concerning for Europe,
Obama also embodies the demographic changes
taking place in American society: becoming less
European, less white, and more Asian, Hispanic, and
diverse. This demographic change reaches the ruling
elites as well. Europe cannot count on impressing
Obama with its history and on America’s traditional
ties to Europe. Europe will have to deliver, too, if it
wants to retain its special place as the preferred
partner of the United States. Germany must step out
of the shadow of its history and play a more active part
in foreign policy at the side of its American and
European partners. One thing is certain: The world
will not wait for Germany to sort out the problems with
its history. If Germany, together with many other coun-
tries in Europe that have become complacent,  does
not engage more in managing world problems, the
relative decline of the West will be faster than neces-
sary.

NOTES

1 Barack obama, Dreams from My Father. A Story of Race and

Inheritance (new york: three rivers press, 2004):  301 (paperback).
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04tHe VieW from tHe east



Introduction

German postwar history is not just the story of the
Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), where reunifi-
cation is merely the seamless incorporation of the
German Democratic Republic (GDR) into the FRG.
Rather, one must also consider an “East German’s”
perspective on the period of sixty years of German-
German relations, in which the two Germanys were
separated by a wall and barbed wire for forty years.
Such an approach is not always automatic, as
evidenced by other projects dealing with the Federal
Republic’s first sixty years. The exhibition “60 Years,
60 Works of Art,” for example, has been on display
since May in Berlin and limits art before 1990 to
works by artists from West Germany, despite the fact
that Germany has been unified for twenty years.
Citing the Grundgesetz (Basic Law), the exhibit’s
organizers argued that it showed works of art that
were created under the protection of Article 5(3) of
the Basic Law, which guarantees the freedom of art—
something that did not exist in the GDR. The latter is
true, of course, but also exposes a view of (art) history
that suggests that the works of art created in the
deceased state—or, rather: the state whose own
people did away with it—should “quickly evaporate
like an ugly raindrop of history,” as expressed by the
curator of the exhibition. Such a statement implies
that works of art are a “homage to the freedom of art”
and could not have been created in a dictatorship. All
art is thus reduced to ideological state-sponsored
art.  Artists critical of the GDR regime (and who exer-
cised such freedoms at their own peril) are ignored,
despite their importance in the peaceful revolution of
1989. If the “logic” of such a counter-historical
analysis were true, the relations between East

Germany and the U.S. would have been solely influ-
enced by propaganda  of the Sozialistische
Einheitspartei Deutschlands (Socialist Unity Party
Germany, SED), and the remaining differences to
West Germans that possibly exist until today would
be reduced to this legacy. Of course, this approach
is not sufficient. The history of the Federal Republic
remains incomplete until it is related to the history of
the GDR and to the experiences East Germans had
with dictatorship and self-emancipation. The impact
of this history and experience is also true for most
aspects of German-American relations and the image
of America in East and West Germany. 

This essay argues that examining only the official rela-
tions between the GDR and the U.S. until 1989 is
insufficient as relations between the SED regime and
Washington remained rudimentary, even after diplo-
matic normalization, and existed primarily as factors
derived from relations between Washington,
Moscow, and Bonn. Even though both German states
were formally equal after their joint admittance to the
United Nations, East Berlin did not come close to
establishing the same political clout and influence
that the Federal Republic enjoyed vis-à-vis both its
American ally and Moscow. Of course, the GDR
would be at the side table during all talks and nego-
tiations between Bonn and Moscow. However, the
sovereignty that the Federal Republic was able to
show vis-à-vis the Soviet Union was never matched
by East Berlin during its talks with the U.S. 

The way from East Berlin to Washington led through
Bonn more clearly than the opposite was the case.
Relations between Bonn and Moscow were not influ-
enced by the SED regime or by East German reali-
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ties. This particular East German view of America via
the West German neighbor not only influenced state
relations; it also describes a detour through which
parts of the image of America in the GDR developed.
This, together with the East German experience of
dictatorship, Cold War, and self-liberalization, also
explains the still existing but gradually disappearing
different attitudes toward U.S. foreign policy in
eastern and western Germany. 

President Obama can accelerate this process.  His
presidency offers the chance to honor the disap-
pointed expectations and assurances of the monu-
mental changes made in 1989/90, to which the East
Germans greatly contributed with their peaceful revo-
lution.

History Matters 

The geopolitical German-German imbalance of the
Cold War remained in effect even after the political
circumstances in the GDR changed as a result of the
peaceful revolution in 1989 where new political
actors entered the (foreign) policy arena of the still-
existing GDR in March 1990. These East German
transition elites, who had emerged from the peace
and civil liberties movements of the 1970s and
1980s, were heavily influenced by the menace of the
escalating arms race in the 1980s as well as by the
ideal of a security architecture that could overcome
the East-West conflict, deflating the Warsaw Pact’s
and NATO’s importance. By assuming a position
between the established military powers and advo-
cating for a new (European) security architecture and
globally just world order, the new GDR elites were
guaranteed support from the majority of East
Germans. It is obvious why: Those ideas developed
by the end of the Cold War on both sides of the Wall,
and reached the East German population through
two authentic channels: (1) through Gorbachev’s
policy of Perestroika, which had been blocked by the
SED leadership and (2) through the peace debate in
the Federal Republic that had been spread by the
Western media.  

However, the attempt to develop foreign and security
policy alternatives was abandoned by the same East
German population with the intention of achieving a
faster internal unification. This is as easily compre-

hensible as the fact that the new East German actors
in foreign policy did not have much of a chance to
incorporate their alternative concepts into the Two
Plus Four process. East German politicians, as such,
no longer played a role in unified Germany. Even the
current chancellor’s eastern German origin cannot
disguise that fact. Merkel did not come from an oppo-
sitional GDR milieu. Although an East German, she
received her political socialization in the western
German-influenced CDU and remains determined not
to let her biographical background become an issue
in politics. Merkel’s support of George W. Bush and
German involvement in the Iraq War, in contrast to
Chancellor Gerhard Schröder’s position, was due to
party political considerations given her role as oppo-
sition leader more so than any personal beliefs on the
use of the military. All attempts to justify or denounce
this act of “solidarity” with her eastern German origin
and experience miss the actual character of her
(wrong) decision. 

It is undisputed that Angela Merkel’s position at the
time did not represent the opinion of the majority,
especially not that of eastern Germans. Whether it
was part of her political calculations shall not be
discussed further at this point. It is interesting,
however, that the measurable greater opposition to
the Iraq War and U.S. policies among eastern
Germans was also traced back to the forty years of
indoctrination by the anti-American SED propaganda.
This propaganda’s lasting impact is, if at all, only true
for a small percentage of the eastern German popu-
lation. 

East German Views of America

POP CULTURE’S IMPACT

East Germans’ image of America was far more differ-
entiated than what the posthumous study of official
statements and textbooks suggests today. The SED
propaganda’s core theme of portraying the U.S. as
the capitalist main enemy and center of world impe-
rialism was never internalized by the majority of the
population in the GDR. Pop-cultural and politically
emancipatory impulses that came from the U.S. and
reached East Germany mainly through its West
German neighbor were too powerful for the SED
propaganda to have an effect. Jeans, Rock’n’Roll,
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Coca Cola, and chewing gum—to only name a few
clichés of the American way of life—could not be
stopped by the Berlin Wall. However, unlike in West
Germany, these American icons were not imported
but, rather reluctantly—and with much delay—
accepted as something considered unavoidable by
leaders in East Berlin. To explain this process, histo-
rians use the term “self-americanization” of the East
German youth culture. 

In material terms the result of this “East German amer-
icanization” was a consumption disaster. East-Jeans,
Club-Cola, and the Eastern chewing gum (which
tended to become extremely hard very quickly) fell far
short of the competition from the West in terms of
quality. If one wanted to be “in” in East Germany one
would wear, drink, or chew the American original from
West Germany. At the beginning of the 1980s the
GDR distributed valuable foreign currency to import
products like Pepsi and Wrangler and then sold them
for astronomically high prices, not because of political
understanding but solely with the intention of tapping
into purchasing power. Still, the ideological reserva-
tions regarding the “Western demons” that were
associated with it remained: Even as late as the
1980s, if one arrived for the final high school exami-
nation wearing American jeans purchased with GDR
marks, it was possible to be barred from the test or—
in the best case scenario—sent home to change. 

Dealing with the lack of control over the “import” of
American culture to East Germany via the American
Forces Network (AFN) and the Radio in the American
Sector (RIAS), among others, proved to be difficult for
the SED regime as the content that came via Western
channels was processed more innovatively and thus
more subversively. There was nothing that could be
done, even in the East, against this new attitude to life
that spilled over from the other side of the Atlantic. In
hindsight, however, the arguments of Walter Ulbricht
and Konrad Adenauer against the “modern yea, yea,
yea” (Ulbricht) were surprisingly similar. In the 1950s
and 1960s both West and East Germany fell back on
the same anti-American resentments of cultural supe-
riority from the 1920s. 

GDR RELATIONS WITH THE SUPERPOWERS AND
ITS INFLUENCE ON VIEWS OF THE U.S.

For most of its history, the crucial difference for the
future development of the East German view of
America was the relation to the respective super-
powers. And there is no other way to sum it up: The
Germans east of the Elbe River suffered longer from
the consequences of World War II than did their
countrymen in the West. They had the “wrong” ally, to
whom they were still paying reparations while West
Germany generated prosperity with the help of the
Marshall plan. The Soviet liberators and occupying
forces never became the kind of friends that the SED
propaganda depicted. East Germans lacked a posi-
tive collective experience, such as the Berlin Air Lift,
that could change relations with the Soviet Union
from being an occupier to being an ally. They knew the
opposite: Soviet tanks against East German workers
on 17 June 1953; violent quashing of the rebellion in
Hungary in 1956; and the Soviet invasion of Prague
in 1968. Personal connections between East
Germans and their Soviet allies remained limited and
organized. They lacked the kind of individuality,
freedom of movement, and voluntariness with which
West Germans and Americans of the postwar gener-
ations interacted and debated with each other.

POLITICAL ACTIONS’ IMPACT ON VIEWS OF THE
U.S.

Unless one takes the difficult and conflicting relation-
ship that the East Germans had with “their” allies into
account, one cannot understand the East German
view of America.  Distance from those who were
decreed friends did not necessarily bring about a
secret love for those who were decreed enemies.
East Germans lacked the most important element for
such a relationship: personal experiences.
Nevertheless, there existed in portions of the GDR
population, particularly among the youth, an uncritical
excitement about America.  This grew primarily out of
basic opposition to prevailing political circumstances
and to imposed avowals of friendship with Soviet
“brothers.”  East Germans had at their disposal two
sources for political analysis of American policy:  the
state-controlled media with its one-sided anti-
American propaganda branded by the Cold War, and
the West German television and radio programs
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received in all of East Germany (apart from a few
areas without adequate signal coverage).   Politically
inclined GDR citizens were astonishingly well
informed by these means about world affairs and
developments, despite being sequestered by the Wall
and denied the freedom to travel.  East Germany’s
mandated world view actually led in many cases to an
unusually high level of interest in foreign policy devel-
opments, as people sought to validate this view while
still being unable to see the world.   Since the actions
of the two superpowers very strongly characterized
world politics during the Cold War, American foreign
policy inevitably drew particular attention.  Under
these conditions, East Germans took interest in the
German-American relationship and also in debating
and analyzing American policies toward Germany,
Europe, and the world.  Even though such participa-
tion remained passive, it was not insignificant in its
intensity.  Neil Armstrong’s first steps on the moon
were followed on TV in East Germany with the same
wonder and awe with which they were received west
of the Elbe. Still, Armstrong’s feat was not the only
space success in the East German narrative; Soviet
successes and Yuri Gagarin were also watched and
idolized. 

The American war in Vietnam also strongly shaped
East Germans and their image of the United States.
Depictions in the media of people and villages burned
by napalm had the same dire effect on both sides of
the Iron Curtain.  However, East Germans had to
confront a different reality of their reactions to the
war. Whereas in West Germany a young generation
was radically questioning its relationship with
American protective forces, its feelings about the
founding fathers of the Federal Republic, and its view
of war and peace during the environment of the ‘68
movement, and did so with the awareness of like-
minded individuals in the United States—East
Germans had to confront the fact that their rage was
being gathered for state-mandated “anti-imperialist”
propaganda campaigns that sought to force East
German solidarity with the people of Southeast Asia
into the black-and-white grid of a worldwide struggle
between two political systems.  In Vietnam, according
to the propaganda, the true face of American imperi-
alism showed itself.  At the same time, the anti-war
protests in the United States and western Europe
became popular subjects of news broadcasts.  Thus,

the same anti-war, anti-U.S. images reached East
Germans from both east and west—albeit labeled
with very different commentary.

In the official propaganda, the anti-war movements
offered proof of the Marxist-Leninist theory of the unity
of the three main revolutionist powers in the struggle
against capitalism and American imperialism: the
socialist Eastern European states led by the Soviet
Union; national independence movements in the third
world; and revolutionary populations in the western
industrial nations.  The propaganda thus constructed
an image of America as two nations.  On one side was
the exploitative and warmongering layer of American
capitalism and its political class; on the other, the
conscientious and freedom-loving American masses.
Though bearish, this propaganda was not without
influence on the East German image of America—yet
the effect was not the one that those in power had
intended.  

Propaganda’s depiction of the American anti-war and
civil rights movements as real or potential allies in
promoting communism necessitated depictions of
these movements and their protagonists as well as
depictions of their methods of protest, lifestyles,
cultural backgrounds, and objectives and motives.
Through this backdoor appeared a tiny picture of the
American way of life, available for purchase even with
Eastern money.  This glimpse came primarily in the
form of socially critical films like Blutige Erdbeeren
(“The Strawberry Statement”), whose “Give Peace a
Chance” scenes became an integral part of the East
German discothèque landscape of the 1970s and
1980s; it also came from books by Arthur Miller and
Jack Kerouac, whose “On the Road” accompanied an
entire generation of East German youths on the
search for a free-spirited life-awareness as they trav-
eled through Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, and
Bulgaria on the so-called Eastern Bloc safari. 

Of course these cultural excerpts gave nothing
resembling a realistic overview of the United States.
They led, rather, to an idealized image of America
that, combined with the self-americanization of the
East German youth culture, worked against official
propaganda rather than serving or even supporting it.
More realistic portrayals of the political situation and
everyday affairs in the United States reached East
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Germans through the foreign news coverage broad-
cast by the West German stations ARD and ZDF.
But even these images of America—which were more
often than not critical of the United States—were not
accepted in the East German narrative at face value.
In contrast to the Hungarians, Poles, Czechoslovaks,
and even the Yugoslavs, who possessed compara-
tively noteworthy freedom of travel, the great majority
of East Germans were refused any personal contact
with the West until 1989.  Their image of the West—
particularly of the United States—remained informed
by state propaganda and the West German media.
Opinion formation in this arena of conflicting
messages grew primarily out of a skeptical distance
from both sources.  A substantive criticism of one’s
news sources was only possible with a glance at the
reality of one’s own life.  In this context, state propa-
ganda, with its mandated whitewashing, clearly came
up short in comparison to the not only critical but also
verifiably more realistic coverage of the GDR by West
German TV and radio establishments.  This bonus for
credibility on domestic policy transferred—at least
partially—to foreign coverage in general and coverage
of America in particular.  Yet East Germans continued
to doubt the media’s credibility, as a result of the
deep-seeded suspicion of the media.  East Germans
trusted neither their own nor the other side to tell the
whole truth.  In this regard, the Cold War trenches at
the German-German border were too deeply dug.  

Criticism of America and Alternative
Movements, Protest, and Resistance

A clear example of this skepticism exists in the debate
over the arms race between both superpowers in the
late 1970s and 1980s. In this conflict, both German
governments operated within strategic constraints,
bound by their rival allies.  The populations of the two
German countries took the existential danger
attached to the situation quite seriously, forming
protest groups and opposition movements against
nuclear weapons, NATO, and the Warsaw Pact.  In
the Federal Republic, opposition occurred both at
the governmental level, in the form of the Green Party
in parliament, and on the societal level with the
increasingly powerful peace movements that began in
the 1980s.  In the GDR, the SED regime’s loyalty to
Brezhnev’s hard-line communism led to the forma-
tion—particularly under the roof of the Protestant

Church—of independent groups focusing on peace,
the environment, the third world, and human rights.  It
is important to keep in mind, however, that these
resistance movements in both East and West were
not “fifth columns” for their opposing sides of the
Cold War, even though they were occasionally
portrayed as such by their own hardliners.

The Green Party and peace movements in West
Germany were distinctively more radical in their criti-
cism of the United States than the opposition that
formed in the GDR.  Yet this was neither based on the
naïveté of the West German leftists regarding the
conditions under “genuine Socialism” (as is popularly
claimed today) nor on a sweeping sympathy for the
other side.  Rather, the opposition movements in  East
and West had much more in common: they both radi-
cally questioned the security policy doctrines of both
superpowers; they sought a way out of the confronta-
tion-policies of the Cold War; and they called for
alternative solutions to global environmental and
development problems.  If the process of calling for
these positions turned out to be more anti-American
in the West than in the East, then that fact had its
roots in the ‘68 movement, from which many of the
Green and peace movements’ protagonists had
come.  An even more decisive question, though, was
who the protests should target in order to have the
desired effect. No government in Moscow would have
been impressed by West German mass protests
against the stationing of S22 rockets in the GDR.
Conversely, in an open, pluralistic, and democratic
society, it followed logically that citizens directed their
dissatisfaction and protests at their own government
and its main allies when they were of the opinion that
these actors’ policies were part of the problem and
not part of the solution—this was exactly the case in
the Federal Republic. 

Thus the main actors in East Germany came across
as less critical of America than did those involved in
the peace movement in West Germany.  Instead, East
Germans’ criticism primarily targeted the SED regime
and (until Gorbachev assumed office) Moscow.  In
contrast to other eastern European countries, there
was no definitive sympathy for the United States
among the GDR opposition in the 1980s, especially
regarding Ronald Reagan’s foreign policies.  This was
not due to the successful SED propaganda, but
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rather to the image of America transmitted through
the West German media, who themselves were crit-
ical of the U.S.  Another contributing factor was the
feeling of intellectual closeness many individuals felt
toward West German leftists, peace activists, and
environmental advocates.  Additionally, the anti-Soviet
or anti-Russian resentment on which the pro-
American attitudes of the eastern European opposi-
tion fed, existed among the East German population
but was understandably weaker than in places like
Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary.   After the divi-
sion of Germany, East Germans could regret their
bad luck at having been either stuck or born in “the
wrong half.”  Yet they were still Germans, and as part
of the WWII aggressor, held a completely different
level of responsibility for the postwar structure than
did their eastern European neighbors.  The SED
regime tried to push “their” part of the population onto
the side of “history’s victors” with mandated anti-
fascist policies, thus lightening the historical memory.
On the one hand, anti-fascism was mandated to
create an ideological basis for the East German
government’s own claims to power and an argument
for affiliation with the Soviet Union. On the other hand,
this mandated anti-fascism only worked by keeping
memories of Nazi Germany’s crimes alive. Through
this context, East Germans sort of accepted Stalin
(i.e., Soviet power) as a historically logical conse-
quence of Hitler.  For many Poles, however, the year
1945 marked the transition from one dictatorial occu-
pying regime to another.  Accordingly, different opin-
ions developed across the Eastern bloc toward the
Soviets.  

Finally, East German opposition groups toned down
their anti-American rhetoric because they had to
ensure that their criticism of both superpowers not be
“taken” from them and used for official propaganda.
In a dictatorship that demanded partisan allegiance,
seeking the middle ground was a courageous act
and, under these conditions, a double-edged sword.
On one side was the danger that anti-U.S. rhetoric
could be misused for party purposes.  On the other,
there remained the chance of finding a point of
contact from which to negotiate with SED govern-
ment leaders to gain more political liberty of action
and freedom of movement.  This fine line between
protest and negotiation shaped the GDR opposition
movement until the peaceful revolution of 1989.  It

was in this torn state that East German opposition
leaders’ ideas of overcoming the confrontation
between the two blocs developed and the notion that
a European “security architecture” beyond the mili-
taristic stance of the Warsaw Pact and NATO could
develop, encompassing peaceful goals.

The Gorbachev Effect

After Mikhail Gorbachev took power in 1985 and initi-
ated policies of Glasnost and Perestroika, the oppo-
sition movement, large parts of the population, and
even parts of the governing elite in the GDR hoped
for changes and reforms. Gorbachev’s initiatives for
disarmament, his ideas of a European security archi-
tecture (House Europe), and his policy of dialogue
were welcomed. This was also true for the SED lead-
ership, which had in fact initiated a policy of de-esca-
lation earlier than Moscow. Erich Honecker’s idea of
a “coalition of reason” was first mentioned in a letter
to Helmut Kohl in October 1983. During the crisis
over the stationing of short-term intermediate-range
missiles Moscow and Washington eyed the inner-
German attempts to continue the dialogue with suspi-
cion. In its famous SED-SPD Dialogue Paper in 1987,
the GDR leadership even acknowledged the “class
enemy’s” (in this case, the FRG) ability to reform.
Opposition groups in the GDR therefore found
common ground with the government in the official
foreign and security policy, if only from a tactical point
of view. 

The SED leadership, however, fell far short of
Gorbachev’s “new thinking.” In an attempt by the SED
regime to hold on to its power, the policy of dialogue
ended east of the Wall and increasingly manifested
itself inside the GDR in repression, militarization, and
ignorance. This escalation brought the regime into
conflict not only with the opposition groups but also
with the majority of the population, for which
Gorbachev had become a strong and appealing
symbol. For the first time since World War II, people
east of the Elbe River felt they were on the side of the
superpower with the “better” leader. Had the people
been polled during that time, the chairman of the
Communist party of the Soviet Union would have
passed the American president by a large margin.
Reagan’s anti-communist rhetoric was rather unpop-
ular in the GDR. Even the opposition, which was not
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anti-communist (a fact that is often forgotten today)
but rather adhered to the ideal of a democratic
socialism or a “third way” between socialism and
communism, favored Gorbachev.  Reagan’s famous
sentence “Tear down this Wall” (directed at
Gorbachev during Reagan’s visit in June 1987 in
Berlin) did not find a great echo in East Germany,
which had more to do with the sender than with the
message itself. In terms of foreign and security policy,
East Germans, including large parts of the opposition,
were closer to Gorbachev and his “new thinking” than
to Reagan and his Cold War rhetoric. 

Surprisingly, this did not change with George H. W.
Bush’s presidency. While most experts agree that
German reunification would have been impossible
without the wise and diplomatic actions of President
Bush and his Secretary of State James Baker, this has
not registered in the collective consciousness of East
Germans, for whom the heroes of reunification are still
Helmut Kohl and Mikhail Gorbachev. As mentioned
before, the East German view across the Atlantic
always went through its West German neighbor. In
the case of reunification, the view did not cross the
Rhine. 

This was and is not a sign of anti-Americanism, but
rather an understandable ignorance. For most East
Germans, reunification was a rather domestic
process, for which they themselves had prepared the
ground with the peaceful revolution of 1989/1990.
Thanks to Gorbachev, the fall of the SED regime was
not opposed by Soviet tanks. And that the German
reunification, including the economic and monetary
union, was completed so swiftly was—from the point
of view of most East Germans—a credit to Helmut
Kohl. This is why Germans in the eastern Länder
voted for him in 1991 and not for Oskar Lafontaine,
who had doubted the wisdom of reunification. It was
also why East Germans voted against Kohl in 1998,
when his promise of “flourishing landscapes” did not
come true.  

By then, the other heroes of the peaceful revolution,
the civil society opposition movement in the GDR,
were long forgotten. Their role was diminished in the
last, exciting year of the almost forty-one year long
history of the GDR. Domestically, they were still part
of the first freely elected GDR government and thus

of the negotiations for German unity. However, the
East Germans played no role in the Two Plus Four
negotiations. An anecdote underscores this: The
GDR government learned through the media of the
decisive breakthrough for German unification at the
meeting between Kohl and Gorbachev in the
Caucasus on 15 July 1990. They did not receive an
official invitation to the Parisian ministerial meeting
two days later, from either Moscow or Bonn; this was
consistent with the balance of power. “Third ways”
with alternative security structures, civil conflict
management, and social-ecological development
policy as they were developed on both sides of the
Iron Curtain during the height of the Cold War did not
have a chance in this process.

A New Old World Order

The real “new world order” was presented on 11
September 1990 in a speech by George H. W. Bush
to the U.S. Congress, described as fulfillment of
humankind’s hope for peace, security, freedom, and
the rule of law. After the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in
1990, it became clear that this new world order would
be defended by American hegemony. What followed
is well known: The U.S. and thirty-four other states
launched the first high-tech war, dealing a crushing
defeat to Iraq after a week of air strikes and one-
hundred hours of ground offensive. The Persian Gulf
War was a triumphant victory of military over diplo-
macy. By committing acts of aggression against
Kuwait, Saddam Hussein helped lay the groundwork
for a return of war as a political tool, which was legit-
imized by the UN when it approved the U.S.’ coun-
terstrike. 

The newly reunited Germany did not abstain from the
war, but contributed money rather than soldiers.
Nevertheless, there were fierce demonstrations—
especially in eastern Germany—who had a new
opportunity to protest in a free society. However, the
demonstrations were not anti-American.  The catchy
slogan “No blood for oil” rather shortened cause,
reason, and strategic interest for the war into a naïve,
pseudo-economic context that seemed to have been
a relic from the Marxist-Leninist propaganda.
Meanwhile, the eastern Germans, experienced
demonstrators, used their first foreign policy-moti-
vated mobilization to also protest impending
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economic and social consequences of German reuni-
fication. This, however, had nothing to do with oil,
blood, or the United States. From a western German
perspective these demonstrations were the last great
hurrah of the peace movement. After the end of the
Cold War, the world seemed less peaceful and more
disordered than before. 

The real hubris of the first Gulf War can be detected
with the distance of almost twenty years: The West
misunderstood itself as the victor of history and
missed its own need for reform. America was
seduced by hegemonic politics with global omnipo-
tence. War was again acceptable as a political instru-
ment, especially if the war was fought and won
without many casualties due to technological superi-
ority. The rules of the powerful overrode the power of
international law. This, however, endangered the
moral, ethical, and political values in whose names
those wars were fought; calling killed enemies and
civilians “collateral damage” is a cynical and dehu-
manizing embodiment of this.  Guantanamo and Abu
Ghraib are on the same slippery slope.

On this basis, which is not pacifist and which does
not question military force as ultimo ratio per se, one
can see distinctive  developments that shaped the
German-American relationship: The territorial and
operative enlargement of NATO to “out of area”; the
war in the Balkans with German participation under a
Red-Green government; the discussion of a
European security and defense architecture; the
enlargement and deepening of the European Union;
September 11, 2001; the declaration of a collective
self-defense case by NATO, which continues still
today; the war in Afghanistan; the war in Iraq and the
refusal of the German government to participate in the
war. 

Ex Oriente Lux?

Has there been a specific eastern German element in
the past twenty years of German foreign policy
debate and German-American relations? Given the
influence of eastern German politicians and the
recognition of eastern German interests on a federal
level, the answer is no. Indirectly, however, one can
construct such an influence, because eastern
Germany has begun to tip the balance during federal

elections. Schröder’s motives for his refusal to partic-
ipate in the war in Iraq and the peace protests before
the Iraq War, which were supported by the Red-
Green coalition, were interpreted to that effect. 

Indeed, there is a greater skepticism in eastern
Germany toward NATO and anything military-related,
including the Bundeswehr and defense expenditures.
A political party like the former PDS and today the Left
Party—which is a Volkspartei in the East with 20
percent of the vote—can be assured that its calls for
the withdrawal of the Bundeswehr from Afghanistan,
the exit of Germany from NATO or the disbandment
of NATO (or both?), and the rejection of the Lisbon
Treaty due to the inclusion of a European security
and defense strategy, will win votes. The success of
the Left Party in elections in eastern Germany,
however, is mostly due to its (waning) anchoring in the
eastern German culture, its political value as a propo-
nent of eastern German interests in the reunification
process, and its successful link to the topic of social
equality, a central concern for most Germans in the
east. This pragmatic position enabled the Left Party
(PDS) to become part of the governing coalitions in
some eastern German states, including Berlin. It’s
foreign and security policy positions have yet to meet
reality, however. They look like token ideas and they
function as such, especially in light of the increasing
resentment of the party’s clientele of a lack of profile
and a too strong of a desire to compromise if they
participate in government. However, the fact that the
Left Party can increase its votes with its positions
against the Bundeswehr deployment and especially
its positions against NATO and the military in general
shows that eastern Germany marches to a different
drum than the rest of the nation. 

The question is not whether this is because of the
socialization experienced in the GDR by many East
Germans, but rather which elements of this social-
ization are still applicable. Under closer scrutiny, one
can of course still find remnants of the SED propa-
ganda, especially among its former proponents.
People who argued against NATO from a class war
perspective until 1989 can now easily spread the
same ideas in a free society. Some of the opinions
held by the old base of the PDS/Left Party are
steeped in these traditions, establishing a historical
continuity and contextual consistency. Unfortunately,
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reality today feeds into this argument more than one
would hope. This is also true for other societal and
political areas. The reality of life for many eastern
Germans in some areas mirrors the former propa-
ganda—allowing for yesterday’s ideologies to be
heard still. The anti-militaristic argument, however, is
new. This is in stark contrast to the old SED propa-
ganda, which fought against anti-militaristic positions.
Some protagonists might have changed their minds.
Apart from that, however, suspicion remains that anti-
militarism is used solely as a political instrument.
These almost pacifist positions are definitely not
congruent with the historical tradition of the prole-
tarian internationalism.

This broken narrative does not play a role for the
majority of eastern Germans in the formation of
opinion, as mentioned previously. Two factors could
be decisive: first, a reflex to the forced militarization of
GDR society in the 1970s and 1980s and, second,
awareness-building experiences during a time in
which alternative ideas were developed under very
difficult circumstances.  In this historical moment of
self-emancipation, everything seemed possible.

More important than this element of GDR socializa-
tion, however, is the collective transformation experi-
ence after 1989 and the impact it had on all eastern
Germans—which differentiates them (still!) from their
fellow western Germans. If one applies this question
to the search for an eastern German factor in the
German-American relationship, some prognoses
might be possible, especially in light of the changes
brought about by the economic and financial crisis
and President Obama’s transformation of American
policies. 

It becomes more and more obvious that we are only
now—twenty years after the end of the Cold War—
facing the real consequences and challenges of this
historical change. George H.W. Bush propagated a
“new world order” under American hegemony with
the impression of “victory” in the Cold War. The
Clinton administration attempted to moderate this
approach with an emphasis on cooperation. The
attacks on September 11, 2001 were not only a
horrible crime and tragedy; their aftermath provided—
as strange as that may sound—an opportunity. Facing
the rubble of the World Trade Center, the world stood

beside the U.S. with solidarity and compassion. In
the end, though, the Bush administration lost this
political capital with the “war on terror.” 

The Obama Effect

President Obama cannot reset the clocks. He has to
solve two herculean tasks all at once: first, he has to
correct the foreign and economic policy mistakes of
the past; second, he has to develop a vision of the
future for America (as he did during the election
campaign). In terms of foreign policy, Obama is on the
way to changing some of George W. Bush’s legacy.
This fresh start will put demands on Germany and
Europe in new and different ways. Obama’s America
will challenge Europe with American benchmarks and
goals and will remind Europe friendlily but consis-
tently to meet its self-declared ambitions, possibilities,
and limits. Those are not, however, being discussed
in Germany. Afghanistan is a good example:
Casualties were necessary for German politicians to
admit that the Bundeswehr is part of a war effort
there. At the same time, German assistance in training
police forces and rebuilding the civilian sector are
lacking. Obama has not yet, against all expectations,
demanded an increase in German troops in
Afghanistan. Should Germany’s military contribution
continue to be smaller than its allies, then it will have
the chance as well as the duty to do more on the
civilian side of the conflict.

At the same time, German-American tensions in
connection with the GM/Opel crisis show what the
allies must cope with in the financial and economic
crisis.  The outcome is yet to be determined, however. 

If this critical situation actually leads to a new, coop-
erative, and multipolar world order and to a concen-
tration on global challenges such as climate change
and green technologies, then President Obama’s
changes in the American political perspective will thus
mitigate the previous tensions and conflicts in
German-American and European-American relations.
The feeling across the Atlantic may become milder
and more relaxed.  The transatlantic allies would
simultaneously be more prevalent than before in
confronting a new purpose. The next sixty years in
German-American relations must not only be tested
across the Atlantic, but also “out of area” in common
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global conflict management and against competitors
from the future markets in the rising powers in East
Asia.

At the end of the day, “all politics is local”—even in
Germany.  The scope of foreign and security policy for
every German administration will certainly be domi-
nated more strongly in the future by the domestic
political framework than previously.  In economic,
fiscal, and social policy, these frameworks have been
long internationalized.  The resulting pressure for
reform in German politics will thus grow further.
Whether Germany can proceed under these condi-
tions with its track record of successful social market
economy depends not only on the respective political
ideas, with which the political parties must compete
for the electorate’s votes, but also how the electorate
reacts to the push for reform. It is not only a question
of content, but depends on individual and collective
experiences associated with historical cracks. Here
the eastern Germans have an advantage. The eastern
German transformation experience is a period that, as
part of the reunification process and an “eastern
enlargement” (thus dominated by the Federal
Republic), has been inadequately called upon. 

Since 1990, the people in the former GDR have
survived an enormous, uneven system change and,
with the help of transfer payments, have gone about
a social and economic deconstruction and recon-
struction.  The latest report of the German govern-
ment on German unity attested to eastern Germany’s
stronger crisis stability in 2009:  The GDP should
“only” decrease by 5 percent in the new
Bundesländer.  And this is not only because the
eastern German economy is less export-dependent,
but rather because a larger number of small and mid-
sized enterprises were established that are able to
react more flexibly to the crisis. Admittedly, unem-
ployment is still twice as high in the east (13.3
percent) as in the west (6.3 percent). In light of these
figures, the political stability in eastern Germany is
remarkable.

If this foreshadows a future trend, then the relative
weight of the new Bundesländer and the eastern
Germans in the Federal Republic’s political relations
will grow. Likewise, eastern German positions rele-
vant to foreign and security policies will matter for

German-American relations.  The recent Munich
Security Conference shows as much: the announced
ideas on the German side of a new NATO strategy of
“networked security” contains a domestic political
dimension.  “Networked security” recognized, simply
stated, that NATO is not just a military instrument but
also, among others, a civil, development, and policing
measure for global crisis intervention and conflict
management. Parallel strategies have produced only
limited success in Afghanistan.  “Networked security”
thus means rather that NATO must also structurally
adapt for the non-military instruments.  Thus NATO
would become more “civil”—with lingering conse-
quences for planning, structure, the decision-making
process, and instruction.  Such a NATO strategy is
logical and modern, and also offers the chance for
greater acceptance not only in the (eastern) Germany
population, but also in the states and regions skep-
tical of the alliance’s territorial expansion and out of
area missions.

Barack Obama seems determined to take stock of
American politics in the past twenty years and to re-
define America’s role in the world in light of the
current global challenges.  With Obama comes a new
meaning, a new perspective, and a new agenda
seems politically possible.  Obama’s new leadership
is already evident in his decision to prevent the
economic crisis from negating social principles and
by connecting American’s economic renewal to
energy politics and the environment. His credo,
connecting the way to renewing America with a world
order based on cooperation and communication, can
be—if it is successful—a new starting point for a
method of solving crises and conflicts in the twenty-
first century’s globalized world.

This would be the beginning of a reorientation, tied to
the unfulfilled expectations and promises from
1989/90, to which eastern Germans greatly
contributed with their peaceful revolution.  No
wonder, then, that Obama’s visit to Berlin in July 2008
as the hope of the presidential campaign brought
over 200,000 mostly young people to their feet.  And
no one cared about which section of Berlin or of
Germany he visited.

translated from german by Jakob liermann, Katherine

lindemann, and Kirsten Verclas.
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